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ABSTRACT
FAST ALGORITHMS FOR LARGE 3-D 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING AND 
RADIATION PROBLEMS
Ibrahim Kürşat Şendur 
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Levent Gürel 
June 1997
Some interesting real-life radiation and scattering problems are electrically very 
large and cannot be solved using traditional solution algorithms. Despite the 
difficulties involved, the solution of these problems usually offer valuable re­
sults that are immediately useful in real-life applications. The fast multipole 
method (FMM) enables the solution of larger problems with existing compu­
tational resources by reducing the computational complexity and the memory 
requirement of the solution without sacrificing the accuracy. This is achieved 
by replacing the matrix-vector multiplications of O(N^) complexity by a faster 
equivalent of complexity in each iteration of an iterative scheme. Fast
Far-Field Algorithm(FAFFA) further reduces 0{N^) complexity to 0{N^·^). 
A direct solution would require 0{N^) operations.
Keywords : Fast algorithms, radiation problems, scattering problems
111
ÖZET
BÜYÜK ÖLÇEKLİ ÜÇ BOYUTLU ELEKTROMANYETİK 
YAYINIM VE SAÇINIM PROBLEMLERİ İÇİN HIZLI
ALGORİTMALAR
İbrahim Kürşat Şendıır
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Y. Doç. Dr. Levent Gürel 
Haziran 1997
Bazı gerçek hayat yayınım ve saçınım problemleri elektriksel olarak çok 
Ijüyüktürler ve geleneksel çözüm algoritmaları ile çözülemezler, içerdikleri 
güçlüklere rağmen, bu problemlerin çözümleri gerçek hayat uygulamalarında 
hemen kullanılabilen değerli sonuçlar önerirler. Hızlı multipol metodu, hesap­
sa! kompleksiteyi ve hafıza gereksinimini, çözüm hassasiyetten taviz vermeden 
düşürerek, mevcut kaynaklar ile büyük problemlerin çözümünü mümkün kılar. 
Bu, itératif bir çözüm metodu içerisinde kompleksitesi 0{N^) olan matris- 
vektor çarpımını, kompleksitesite3^ e sahip daha hızlı bir eşleniği ile
j'er değiştirerek sağlanır. Hızlı uzak alan algoritması 0{N^) kompleksiteyi 
(9(7\/i-33 î^g düşürür. Doğrudan çözüm algoritması O(.Y^) işlem gerektirir.
Anahtar kelimeler : Hızlı algoritmalar, yayınım problemleri, saçımın prob­
lemleri
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Solutions of electromagnetic problems provide useful results that can be used 
in engineering and real-life applications. Maxwell’s famous equations
5D
V X  H = (1 .1 )
dB
V X  E =
dt (1.2)
V B  = 0 (1.3)
V D  = P: (1.4)
and the associated boundary conditions provide the necessarj'^ basis for the 
modeling of electromagnetic problems.
Analytical treatment of the electromagnetic problems are possible only for 
some several canonical geometries. Analytical solutions for arbitrarily shaped 
Ijodies is not possible im general. In recent j^ears, with the advent of high-speed 
computers and abundant computational resources, it has become possible to 
solve electromagnetic problems with the arbitrarily shaped large geometries.
Numerical methods to solve problems with large electrical dimension has be­
come popular with the advances in the computer technology.
Solutions of electromagnetic problems can be achieved either by partial- 
differential-equation (PDE) or integral-equation (IE) techniques. The Finite- 
difference time-domain technique (FDTD) method and finite element method 
(FEM) are the most popular PDE techniques in the computational electromag­
netics. Among the integral equation techniques method of moments (MoM) [1], 
fast multipole method (FMM) [2-7], recursive T-matrix algoi-ithms (RTMAs) 
[8-12], fast far field approximation (FAFFA) [13] and multi-level fast multipole 
algorithm (MLFMA) are the most popular ones.
In this thesis IE techniques have been applied to several electromagnetic 
scattering and radiation problems. Results axe obtained using the MoM, the 
FMM and several versions of FAFFA.
1.1 Method of Moments
The Method of Moments is a generalized method based on the principle of 
weighted residuals. Any method whereby an operator equation is reduced to a 
matrix equation can be interpreted as the Method of Moments.
In mid 1960s Roger F. Harrington worked out on the systematic, functional- 
space description of the electromagnetic interactions. An integral or integro- 
differential ecjuation derived from Maxwell’s equations for the structure of in­
terest is interpreted as the infinite-dimensional functional equation L f  =  g, 
where L is the linear operator associated with the integral or integro-differential
equation, ^ is a known function related to the excitation, and /  is an unknown 
function such a an induced current distribution that is to be determined. The 
MoM converts this equation to matrix equation by using a projection from the 
infinite-dimensional functional space onto a finite-dimensional subspace.
General form of a linear partial differential equation or an integral equation 
is the operator equation
L{f{x)}=9{^)· ( 1-5)
The unknown function f{x)  can be expanded in a series of basis functions fn{x) 
as
N
/(* ) Z ] o ,/„ ( i) . ( 1 .6)
n=l
In Eq. (1.6) /n(a:)’s are known and linearly independent. The coefficients a^ ’s 
are the unknowns to be solved for.
By substituting Eq. (1.6) into Eq. (1.5), we obtain
N
Y ,  anL{fn(x)} Rá g{x). ( 1-7)
n = l
By minimizing the residual function
r N
R{x) = Y ,a ^ L { U x ) ]
.n=l
- s i x ) , ( 1.8)
the aim is to make the error arbitrarily small. We can distribute the error 
such that it is zero in an average sense. For this purpose, we use another 
set of known functions called the testing functions or the weighting functions, 
denoted by w„i{x).
Let's define the inner product
(a(r),6(r)) f a{r)b{r)dü. 
J i-en
(1.9)
We can distribute the error in ft by equating the inner product of R(x)  with 
each Wm{x) to zero
{R{x),Wm{x)) = 0. (1.10)
This technique is called the weighted residual technique. After substituting 
Eq. (1.8) into Eq. (1.10) we get
N
<Wm{x),L{fn{x)} > =<Wm{x),g{x)>, m = l , . . . , N .  (1.11)
n = l
Equation (1.11) can be written in matrix form,
.^11 ^12  · · · a i <  u;i(æ),5i(a:) >
Z 2 1  Z 2 2  * · · Z2JV (X2 <  W2{ x ) , g { x )  >
_ ^ N 2 ■ · ■ Z n n Ctjv <  i o N { x ) , g { x )  >  _
( 1.12)
where Z{j = {wi{x), L{fi(x))  and Vi =  {iOi{x),g{x)). Equation (1.12) can also 
be written in a more compact form as
m  · [/] = , (1.13)
where [/] is the unknown coefficient vector to be determined, and [V] is the 
source vector.
Following Harrington’s formulation, a significant work in the computational 
electromagnetics is devoted to refining the MoM and it has been applied to a 
wide variety of important scattering and radiation problems.
1.1.1 Choosing the type of basis and testing function
If the properties of the basis functions coincide with the properties of the actual
solution, the approximate solution will quickly converge. In other words, a few
terms of the basis functions will be sufficient to approximate the actual func­
tion. Other aspects to be considered in choosing the basis and the weighting 
functions are:
1. The accuracy of solution desired,
2. The ease of evaluating the matrix elements,
3. The size of the matrix,
4. The realization of the well-conditioned matrix Z.
1.1.2 Galerkin’s Method
If the weighting functions are identical to the basis functions, the testing 
method is called Galerkin’s method. In the literature it is shown that the 
Galerkin’s testing method is a variational method [1]. This means good ac­
curacy and quick convergence may be expected. The disadvantage of the 
Galerkin’s method is longer time is required to calculate the matrix elements.
1.2 Radiation and Scattering Problems in 
EMT
In this thesis, arbitrarily shaped 3-D electromagnetic problems will be solved. 
Surface triangulation is used to approximate the geometry. By this approx­
imation modeling of arbitrarily shaped bodies is possible. In Figs. 1.1-1.3 
triangulation of several geometries have been illustrated. By using surface
Figure 1.1: Sample triangulation of a rocket
Figure 1.2: Sample triangulation of a sphere
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Figure 1.3: Sample triangulation of an F-117 fighter.
triangulation analytical treatment of integrals due to kernels is possible. In or­
der to approximate the induced currents on the conducting scatterer surfaces 
triangular rooftop basis functions are used.
Surface integral equation will be solved. MoM is used to discretize the inte­
gral equation. Electric field integral equation (EFIE) is used to formulate the 
problem. EFIE applies to both open and closed geometries, whereas magnetic 
field integral equation (MFIE) applies only to closed bodies. It is more difficult 
to apply than MFIE. Difficulty is due to the derivatives on the kernel in the 
EFIE.
If the basis functions are selected which have normal components across 
surface edges, charges deposited along edges which effects the solution.
Several radiation and scattering problems will be solved. The solutions of 
scattering problems are widely used especially in stealth technology. Fast algo­
rithms reduces the expense of employment of the stealth technology. Solutions 
of scattering problems also gives useful results for the high-frequency circuit 
modeling, sonar and geo-physical applications. Computational simulation of 
radiation problems using fast algorithms also reduces the resources and time 
spent for simulations.
1.3 A Brief Introduction to FMM and 
FAFFA.
As the electrical sizes of the problems to be solved get larger, application of 
the direct solution of the problems becomes impossible. In order to overcome 
this difficulty the time and memory requirement complexities of the solution 
algorithms need to be reduced. A direct solution algorithm requires O(n^) 
complexity in the solution part and 0(n^)  complexity in the matrix filling. It 
has also 0 (n^) memory requirement complexity.
Figure 1.4: Comparison of several orders.
The FMM reduces the order of the matrix vector multiplication in an iter­
ative scheme. It has complexity per iteration in an iterative scheme,
and complexity for the matrix filling, and memory requirement. This
enables to solve larger problems with existing computational resources without
sacrifing the accuracy.
The FAFFA further reduces the time and memory requirement complexi­
ties. It has complexity per iteration in an iterative scheme, and
complexity for the matrix filling, and memory requirement. There are algo­
rithms that have O(nlogn) complexities. In Fig. 1.4 several complexities are 
illustrated.
1.4 Objectives
In this thesis, triangular patch modeling is used and MoM, FMM and several 
versions of FAFFA will be applied in order to solve several practical large scale 
3-D electromagnetic scattering and radiation problems.
In Chapter 2 EFIE formulation, and the properties of triangular rooftop 
basis functions are given. MoM solutions of several scattering problems are 
also given in this chapter. Near-zone and Far-zone formulations of field com­
putations and several field results are also given in this chapter. In order to 
investigate the performance of basis functions, the boundary condition error is 
investigated in this chapter.
The sizes of the problems that can be solved by the available computa­
tional resources are limited. In order to overcome this we have implemented 
the Fast Multipole Method in Chapter 3. FMM reduces 0{n^) memory re­
quirement complexity to and 0 {n^) complexity of direct solution to
floating point operations per iteration in an iterative scheme.
In Chapter 4 we have given fast far-field approximation formalism for the
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integral equations. FAFFA has 0{n^l^) memory requirement and float­
ing point operations per iteration in an iterative solver as n —?· oo.
Ideally FAFFA reaches complexity if the number of unknowns are
infinity. In practical problems that has unknowns up to 30000 FAFFA do not 
perform good due to the FMM region. In Chapter 5 we offer an adaptive 
solution algorithm which is called the improved fast far-field approximation 
(IFAFFA).
FAFFA approximation is not a suitable approximation if the desired accu­
racy is high. In Chapter 6 we offer a new algorithm so called the higher-order 
fast far-field approximation (HO-FAFFA) without effecting the com­
plexity of the original FAFFA.
In Chapter 7 several practical application problems have been solved that 
can be used for engineering purposes. The RCS of several canonical structures 
and several arbitrary structures have been obtained. In Chapter 8 se\'eral 
radiation problems were solved. Properties of several source types will be given 
and several sample problems will be solved. Unintentional radiation have been 
investigated for several structures.
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Chapter 2
Method of Moments Solutions 
of Electromagnetic Problems
2.1 Triangular Rooftop Basis Functions
In this section, triangular rooftop basis functions will be discussed. These 
basis functions are originally proposed by Glisson and Wilton [14] on rectan­
gular domains and used on triangular domains by Rao et al. [15] in the early 
1980s. These basis functions are very popular because they can model ai- 
bitrary geometries. They are also named as the RWG (Rao-Wilton-Glisson) 
basis functions.
In Fig. 2.1 two triangles, and T~ , are the two triangles associated with 
the nth edge of a ti’iangulated surface modeling a scatterer. Points in T+ may 
be designated either by the position vector r, or by the position vector 
defined with respect to the free vertex of T^.  Similar remarks apply to the
12
Figure 2.1: Triangular rooftop basis functions (RWG basis functions) are linear 
functions defined on triangular domains. Geometrical parameters associated 
with a pair of triangular domains.
position vector p~ except that it is directed toward the free vertex of T~. The 
plus or minus designation of the triangles is determined by the choice of a 
positive current reference direction for the nth edge which is assumed to be 
from to T~ . The definition of the basis function associated with the nth 
edge is given as
Q+ r  a y+
i
2A
( 2.1)
0, otherwise
In Eq. (2.1), in is the length of the edge, A+ is the area of the triangle T+, 
and A~ is the area of the triangle T~. Here are some properties of these basis 
functions:
1. At the boundary (which excludes the common edge) of the conjoined 
triangle pair and T~, the current has no component normal to the 
lioundary and hence no line charges exist along the boundary.
2. The component of the current normal to the nth edge is constant and 
continuous across the edge. The normal component of along edge n
13
is just the height of triangle with edge n as the base and the height 
expressed as Figure 2.2 illustrates the geometrical meaning of
This factor is used to normalize such that its flux density- 
normal to the nth edge is unity, hence ensuring continuity of current 
normal to the edge. This result together with the first property implies 
that all edges of T+ and T~ are free of line charges.
3. The surface divergence of the current basis function, which is proportional 
to the surface charge density associated with the basis element, is given 
by
V-f„(r) =  ^ —  Y g T~ A r ’
0, otherwise.
(2.2)
1
Figure 2.2: The normal component of the basis function is continuous so 
t hat there is no charge accumulation on the edge. The nomialization factor 
assures that the basis function has a unit value on the edge.
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The charge density is constant in each triangle, the total charge associated 
with the triangle pair and T~ is zero, and the basis functions for the 
charge have the form of pulse doublets.
4. The moment of fn(r) is given by
f r u i +  ' ! ; ) =  L i.dS = e4r‘*-r:-). (2.3)
Figure 2.3; Vectors to centroids of triangles associated with a basis function.
Furthermore, since the normal component of f„ at the nth edge is unity, 
each coefficient may be interpreted as the normal component of current density 
flowing past the nth edge.
2.2 Electric-Field Integral Equation (EFIE)
In three dimensions, electric field due to a current distribution is given by
E(r) = [l +  i V V ]  . dS'g(\T -  r'|) J (r '), (2.4)
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where I  is the identity matrix and VV is interpreted as a dyadic operator. 
Green’s function in 3-D is given by
gii:|r-r'|
The electric field due to a basis function can be written as
On the surface of a PEC
Total field can be written as
E if. =  0.
(2.5)
i{ b ,(r ')}  =  koix [l + i  W ]  · ¿S's,(|r -  r '|)b ,(r ') . (2.6)
(2.7)
E to t    T7\scat I 17\incta n  ^ t a n  ' ^ t a n ' (2.8)
By Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain
jgscai _
"‘ta n E in c  ta n (2.9)
Scattered field can be written in terms of induced current
E""“* =  iiofi [l +  T^rW l · /  dS'gi\r -  r '|)J (r ') . (2.10)
L J Js'
Using Eqs (2.9) and (2.10) EFIE for conducting objects can be written as
t · ioJjJL / ^ / 5 V ( | r - r ' | ) J ( r ' ) = - E ; “  (2.11)
By talcing the inner product of Eq. (2.6) with a testing function, we obtain a 
single matrix element
%  =  dStiiv) ■ [l +  ^ V V ] · dS'g{\v -  U|)b,(U)} . (2.12)
In Eq. (2.12) the RWG basis functions will be used as t,· and hj. Since the 
RWG basis functions are defined on two triangle domains, a matrix element
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is composed of 4 triangle interactions. Only the triangle interactions will be 
considered in the rest of the formulations. A matrix element will be denoted 
by Zij and a triangle interaction by After substituting Eq. (2.5) into
Eq. (2.12),
iuJU
p 1 /* p2fc|i—1 [
(2.13)
is obtained for a single triangle interaction. Equation (2.13) will be divided 
into two parts and each part will be simplified separately. Using Eq. (2.1) the 
first term in Eq. (2.13) is given by
=  4 0 -  [is “  ■■■> · L ·  -  ■·'>] ·
Ti can be evaluated using two different methods depending on the singularity 
of the integrand. For the self and the near-neighbor interactions a singularity- 
extraction method is applied. Extracting the singularity of the integrand in 
Eq. (2.14), we obtain
ijij
iAiAj
+ ri-Tj
+  rj 
+  Ti
I “ H L ·
Uk\r-r'\ _  1)
+ /  d S ' - ^Js> r  —r
^(gifclr-r'l _  1)
r  — r
^(gêfe|r-r'| _
dS’r
|r — r  I +
[  dS'
Js' r  — r'JS> |r — r
If a singularity-extraction method is not used, then Eq. (2.14) becomes 
p.p. /  r r ( o î V c h - r ' l  f t  , 2 A - | r - r ' |
V j  I i - i t j-~.t I t ,·^  i t .-,t ^
(2.15)
n  = 4AiAj
r «  -  X I «  y, ^ , t A | X — X I
I  dSr ■ I dS'r'------- -r -1- r,· · Tj dS dS'-.------ jj
J s  Js’ r - r i  Js Js’ r - . r i
/ dSr /  dS 'j-------r + ri- dS dS'r'j------ -
Js Js' r  — rq Js Js> r  —r
,2Ali--r'| '
+  r,· (2.16)
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The second term in Eq. (2.13) is given by
=  X  ‘¡SUM  ■ i w / ^ , (2.17)
Using integration by parts and applying vector identities, Eq. (2.17) becomes
(2.18)/S JS'
where V acts on the unprimed variables and V' acts on the primed variables. 
For the self and the near-neighboring interactions, a singularity-extraction 
method is used to convert Eq. (2.18) is given to
If a singularity-extraction method is not used, Eq. (2.18) becomes
id i  <■ rTo =
1'. / .  f  /. I
dS dS'-.------ - .
k^AiAj Js Js> |r — r'l
The source vector elements in Ecp (2.11) can be evaluated by
=. -  J ^ d S t i { r ) - E { r ) .
By substituting tj(r) in Eq. (2.21) we obtain
F " “"  = - ^ X ‘i i ( '- - - 'i ) - E ( r ) .
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
( 2.22)
When computing a. single matrix element, interactions are considered in 
triangle pairs. Triangle-pair interactions are placed into the associated matrix 
elements by the help of the connectivity matrix. This filling algorithm is more 
efficient than directly the interactions of the basis and testing functions. A
18
• basis
Figure 2.4: The basis and testing function interactions can be decomposed into 
triangle interactions
single matrix element is composed of four triangle interactions Us­
ing the numbering scheme of Fig. (2.4) Zij can be decomposed into 4 triangle 
interactions as
(¿th testing function, j th  basis function) =  (1,3) + (2,4) — (2,3) — (1,4).
(2.23)
For example triangle interaction (1,3) is computed and placed into its associ­
ated 9 basis interactions.
2.3 Coordinate Transformation
In the evaluation of the MoM matrix elements, the singular integrals will be 
evaluated analytically. Analytical evaluation of singular integrals will be given 
in Section 2.4. The other integrals are evaluated numerically. In the numerical 
evaluation, we can eliminate the z dependency of the integrals bj^  a suitable 
coordinate transformation. In general, the interaction of two triangles involves 
a ^-dependent integrand. These integrands have the factors s — zi, z, z' and 
z' — Zj as multiplicative factors. 5: — Zi and ^ terms are associated with the
19
cos 9 0 — sin 5 cos <j) sin<;é 0
T  = 0 1 0 — sm(j) cos (j> 0
sin 5 0 cos 9 0 0 1
observation triangle; z'—Zj and terms are associated with the source triangle. 
By applying two successive rotation operations, a transformation matrix is 
obtained as
(2.24)
After performing the matrix multiplication in Eq. (2.24), we obtain
cos Q cos (j) cos 6 s‘m(f> — sin $
T =  —sm<f> cos ^ 0 · (2.25)
sin 6 cos <j) sin 6 sin (¡> cos 9
The transformation given by Eq. (2.25) forces the source triangle to lie on the 
x-y plane. This makes the z' — zj and z' terms equal to zero. Then, the integrals 
that have these terms as multiplicative terms evaluate to zero. It is obvious 
that the overall result would not be effected by this transformation because it 
is applied both to the source triangle and to the observation triangle.
2.4 Singularity Extraction
The calculation of the self and the near-neighbor interactions require the re­
moval of their singular parts before numerical integration can become possible. 
Singular parts of the integrands must be evaluated separately by using analyt­
ical methods.
Figure 2.5 shows important cases of the location of the singularity point 
with respect to the triangular integration domain. In the evaluation of each of
20
Figure 2.5: Triangle’s and the point’s positions are given for several cases in 
order to demonstrate the possible cases in the evaluation of the potential inte­
gral: (a) The observation point is in the source triangle, (b) The observation 
point is on the edge of the source triangle, (c) The observation point is on the 
corner of the source triangle.
the integrals, the strategy is to apply Gauss’ theorems a sufEcient number of 
times to reduce the integrals on the boundary edges of the original integration 
domain. The steps used to evaluate the integrals can be summarized as follows:
1. The integral over S  is partitioned into two integrals over S  — and Se, 
respectively. It is convenient to view each integral as a limit with e —> 0, 
although the new value of the sum is independent of e.
2. The integrand of the integral on S — is written as the differential of 
some quantity, and a Gauss integral theorem is used to transform the 
integral to another one over the boundary d{S — S^) of (S — Sc). The 
orientation of the integration path is assumed to be right handed with 
respect to n.
3. The limit of the integral over Sc is evaluated; this limit vanishes by in­
spection when the integrand is bounded and the domain of integration 
vanishes. When the integrand is unbounded, the integral is evaluated 
explicitly and the limit of the integral as e 0 is then determined.
4. The limit of the integral over d{S — Sc) is evaluated; occasionally the 
contribution from the portion of dSc in S  vanishes since the integrand
21
remains bounded while the domain of the integration vanishes. When 
this is not the case, the limit of the integral is explicitly evaluated in 
polar coordinates.
5. The remaining integral over dS  is decomposed into a sum of line integrals 
over the edges d{S.
6. The line integral over diS is evaluated.
Figure 2.6: Geometric quantities associated with the line segment C, which are 
used in the evaluation of the potential integrals.
First the integral J{lfR)dS  will be handled. The geometrical quantities 
that will be used in the evaluation of potential integrals are shown in Fig. 2.6. 
The potential observed at a point r  due to an elementary source on S  at r ' is 
proportional to l / R  = 1/ |r — I'^ l· To facilitate the evaluation of the potential 
integrals the distances R° = ^J{P°Y +  d? and Rjf =  +  d? , the latter
associated with the endpoints of diS (the ¿th edge of S)^ are introduced. The
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distance d is the height of the observation point above the plane of S, measured 
positively in the direction of n, and can be calculated by
d = n- {r — r'), (2.26)
where ( r f ) is a given position vector to the upper (lower) endpoints of diS. 
The vectors £{ and p f  are now defined in terms of the line segment endpoints 
as
r t  -  r,-
r t  -  rj
= r f  -  n(h ■ rf) .
The potential integral can be obtained by
/  ^ d S  = lim /  V' ■ P )  dS' +  lim /  ^  
J R c^oJs-s,  ^ \ P  J R
(2.27)
(2.28)
■ lim f  —P · udi' +  \\ma{p){\/e^ + d  ^— \d\) 
Jd{S—Se) R  ' "£—0
dt'
= -a {p )  \d\ + z i  A p -j JdiS R
=  - ( p )  Ml+ 4 . ^ ( 5  +
=  - a ( p )\A +  E  P l·  In -  \d\ ^arctan
\d\ir·
<R '
— arctan
RfRT
arctan
R f  + £ +  {  P ? £ f
RH~
(2.29)
{ m y  + \d\R-,
If the point located by p  falls outside P, is empty and (x{p) =  0; if it falls 
inside P, Q'(p) =  27t; if it falls on dS  but not at a corner o:(p) =  tt; if it falls at 
a vertex of S', a[p) becomes the angle between the two edges of S  meeting at 
the vertex. The corresponding integral for linearly varying source distributions
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are evaluated in vector form as
[  ^ - T ^ d S  =  lim [  V,RdS' + lim /
J R  £ -o is-s,  ^ e^oJse R
= lim /  Rudl'
Jd{S-Se)
=  lim /  ^ P d S '
= y i i i  f Rdi'
Y  Y-5
= L  *  Y “ + i f f i t  - /rij.- (2.30)
(b) (C)
Figure 2.7: (a) Plane triangle in its local frame {u,v,w). The length of the 
ith side is denoted as /¿. (b) Tangent (s) and normal (?u) unit vectors on 
the triangle contour, (b) The source integrals in Cartesian frame {x,y,z),  
obtained by translating {u,v,w) to the new origin (mojCojO).
We can rewrite the results of the above integrals in terms of the geometrical 
variables of the triangle. The integration point in triangle T  is r' and the 
observation point is r. Figure 2.7 illustrates the geometrical quantities related 
to the source triangle T. One can write r  =  p +  lOotl· and r ' = u^u +  v'v. For 
the ¿th side of the triangle, superscripts — and +  will be used to denote the 
quantities related to the first and second nodes,respectively. The arc length 
variable is defined to increase from the initial value to the final value 
s f  =  s f  +  li in the Si direction. The origin s¿ =  0 indicates the perpendicular
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projection of p  on dT{. At the endpoints of dTi, s takes the following values: 
_ _  {h — — ^3) +  V0V3
~  ~  h
+ _  (u3 -  Uq)(u3 -  /3) +  U3(U3 -  Up)
’1 h
-  _  U 3 { U 3  -  U o ) v 3 ( v 3  -  V o )
h
S2 —
U3UQ +  U3U0
/2
S 3  — — Z/Qi
-33 — h ~  Wo· (2.31)
Let’s call t  the distance vector from p to a point in the plane of the triangle. 
t° =  t°mi is the point from p to the point Si =  0 of the side, t f  quantities 
are shown in Fig. (2.7) (c). and t f  are given as
Wo(w3 — /3) +  W3(/3 — Zfo)
fO _  >2 —
h
Z<oW3 -  l’oW3
1-2
¿3 =  Wo
= \/(^3-Wo)^ +  W^
(2.32)
^2 =  t t  =  \/(W3 -  Wo)2 +  (z>3 -  Vo)^
¿3 =  4  = \/wo +
=  \/(^?)^ +  Wq is the distance the observation point r  to the ¿th side, 
whereas R f  and R f  are the distances from the observation point to the end­
points of dTi.
In order to express the results in a more compact form,, the following quan­
tities are defined:
'R t  + 4 \
f 2 i  = In
. R-i +
(2.33)
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/3.· = i s t R t - s T R T )  +  {B !^Y h i,
t h f
ßi
ß
arctan
¿ A · .
i=l
s>Y +  |u>o|Äi
— arctan t h i
i?9)2 +  K | E r ’
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
Each arctan function is evaluated on its principal branch and has a positive 
sign if t° and mi are pointing in the same direction. It has a negative sign if 
ti and m-i have opposite directions. If the observation point is on the ?’th edge 
of T  or its extension, then ¡3i — 0. For triangle T  the integrals o i l J R  can be 
evaluated as
3
, iT ' =
It R¡ A ' i '   -  koift)i=l
(2.37)
When the observation point is on the edge of T  or its extension, contribution 
from that edge vanishes, i.e., t° f2i =  0. The linearl.y varying potential integrals 
can be evaluated Ijy
^ ^^ 0 jr fM  1 A » £
L
I
^ ^0 1 A A AdT = t:v -2_^  mifzi
T R
(2.38)
(2.39)
¿=1
Integrals involving the gradient of the potential function l / R  can also be 
evaluated. V (l/i2) can be separated into two parts as
R R \ R ^  ^ r J
Integrals due to can be evaluated as follows;
d r
(2.40)
l imj  [  ^ -  [e—0 Jr-Xe t^R J
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œ
=  1Ü0 ( p ) - IJdl
tüo
L -
L -
—  U q
-Vo
T R ? ’
|tüo| T  t ^ R  
= sgn{wo)^,
3
=  - W o  ih i  · Û f 2U 
i= l  
3
=  - W o  Y  7h i  ■ v f 2 i .
{=!
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
The integrals due to V 'T  can be evaluated as follows:
=  û\wo\^ + Y f i ^ - S i ,
^  i= l
í { v ' - v o ) γ L · r  -
^  i= l
where
f i  =  S i i ? / 2i  -  m i ( R f  -  Rf  ) .
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
This completes the analytical computation of the singular integrals encoun­
tered in this thesis.
2.5 Scattering from PEC Flat Patch
In this section, scattering from a A x A PEC flat patch is investigated. The patch 
is illuminated by a plane wave. The EFIE is discretized with the MoM using the 
RWG basis functions to model the induced current. The solutions are obtained 
for two types of discretizations, uniform and nonuniform triangulations, and 
using 10 X  10 (280 unknowns) and 20 x20 (1160 unknowns) divisions. Induced 
copolar and crosspolar current distributions, and the real and imaginary parts 
of the induced charge distributions will be pi-esented.
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The geometry of the scattering problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.8 . In Fig. 2.9 
uniform and nonuniform triangulations of the patch are shown. These two dif­
ferent triangulation schemes are used to discretize the induced surface current.
In Fig. 2.10, copolar and crosspolar components of the induced surface 
current and the real and imaginary parts of the induced surface charge for 
10 X  10 uniform triangulation are presented. The copolar component of the 
induced current has edge singularities at y =  0 and y = A. Similarly, the 
crosspolar component of the induced current has edge singularities at æ =  0 
and X = X. The edge singularities are expected. They compensate for the 
sudden change in the tangential component of the field.
In Fig. 2.12, copolar and crosspolar components of the induced surface 
current and the real and imaginary parts of the induced surface charge for 
10 X  10 nonuniform triangulation are jDresented. The currents at the edges have 
larger values which implies that the edge singularities are better modeled.
Current and charge results obtained for the 20 x 20 uniform and nonuniform 
triangulations are shown in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13, respectively, in the same 
format as Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. With the finer discretization of the patch, 
both the current and the charge results are seen to be resolved much better, 
especially for the case of nonuniform triangulation shown in Fig. 2.13. Non- 
uniform triangulation is expected to model the current better than the uniform 
triangulation, because for the flat patch problem the current is more rapidly 
varying near the edges.
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„  ^  (-ikz) E= X  e
A.
Figure 2.8: A A x A perfect conducting square flat patch is illuminated by 
a plane wave that is linearly polarized in the x  direction propagating in the 
—z direction.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Uniform triangulation of the flat patch, (b) Nonuniform trian­
gulation of the flat patch.
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yAvavelength
(a)
x/wavelength
(c)
yAvavelength xAvavelength
(b)
yAva^elength xAvavelength
(d)
Figure 2.10: Induced surface cun'ent and charge distributions on a A x A nonuni- 
formly triangulated flat patch for 280 unknowns: (a) Co-polar component of 
the induced surface current, (b) Cross-polar component of the induced surface 
current, (c) Real part of the induced surface charge, (d) Imaginary part of the 
induced surface charge.
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(d)
Figure 2.11: Induced surface current and charge distributions on a A x A uni­
formly triangulated flat patch for 280 unknowns: (a) Co-polar component of 
the induced surface current, (b) Cross-polar component of the induced surface 
current, (c) Real part of the induced surface charge, (d) Imaginary part of the 
induced surface charge.
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yAvaveler^ x/wa\№lsngth
(c)
yAwavelei^ xVmveler^
(d)
Figure 2.12: Induced surface current and charge distributions on a A x A uni­
formly triangulated flat patch for 1160 unknowns: (a) Co-polar component of 
the induced surface current, (b) Cross-polar component of the induced surface 
current, (c) Real part of the induced surface charge, (d) Imaginary part of the 
induced surface charge.
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Figure 2.13: Induced surface current and charge distributions on a A x A nonuni- 
formly triangulated flat patch for 1160 unknowns: (a) Co-polar component of 
the induced surface current, (b) Cross-polar component of the induced surface 
current, (c) Real part of the induced surface charge, (d) Imaginary part of the 
induced surface charge.
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2.6 Data Structure
2.6.1 Aries
The codes that have been developed throughout this thesis are integrated with 
a commercially available mesh generator, namely, MSC ARIES. Arbitrarily 
shaped three-dimensional geometries can be developed, by using this software. 
The mesh information, which is required for our codes, is taken from this 
software. This software is also used for the visualization task. Figure 2.14 
shows the induced charge distributions on the A x A patch for both 280 and 
1160 unknowns. In Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 show the copolar and the 
crosspolar current results for 280 and 1160 unknowns, respectively.
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Figure 2.14: Magnitude of the induced surface charge distributions on a A x A 
flat patch that is triangulated by MSC/ARIES: (a) 280 unknowns, (b) 1160 
unknowns.
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Figure 2.15: Induced surface current distributions on a A x A flat patch that is 
triangulated by MSC/ARIES with. 280 unknowns: (a) Copolar component of 
the induced surface current, (b) Crosspolar component of the induced surface
current.
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Figure 2.16: Induced surface current distributions on a A x A flat patch which is 
triangulated by MSC/ARIES with 1160 unknowns: (a) Copolar component of 
the induced surface current, (b) Crosspolar component of the induced surface 
current.
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A quantitative measure of the quality of the MoM solution can be obtained 
by checking how well the boundary condition is satisfied. For this purpose, 
the tangential component of the scattered electric field will be computed on 
the surface of the scatterer. Using Eq. (2.4) the scattered electric field can be 
written as
2.7 Boundary-Condition Error
The induced surface current J(r)  can be obtained from
N
J(r) = I ]a » b „ (r ) (2.49)
n = l
once the complex coefficients q;„ are found by solving the MoM matrix equation. 
Substituting Eq. (2.49) into Eq. (2.48) and changing the order of the summation 
and the integration, we ol^tain
E*(r) = T T . C . J  d S ' ^ ^ K i r ' )47T “  Js' j r - r ' l
E - . X / 5 ' ( v v ^ ) . b , ( r ' ) .
lUJfJ,
Using the identity
V · (aA) =  A · V(a) +  aV · A, 
the second integral in Eq. (2.50) becomes
. f gjfc|i· r'l > »
X /S '  V V „  .b„(r') = X / 5 V
(2.50)
(2.51)
f  J k \ r - r ' \ \
^'ur-UTTr — r'
r  I  '1 \
-  dS' ( ) V '. b „ (r '). (2.52)r — r'
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r4
r2
Figure 2.17: The RWG basis functions have no normal component on the 
boundaries, i.e., b^ (r') · n =  0
Next, using the identity
j  V ■ A dS  = j  A n i l , (2.53)
Eq. (2.52) can be rewritten as
Jk\v~y'
J
r / I X r 1 \
(Jk\x-v>\_Y
= -V '-b „ (r ')U  d 5 V M ^ ------ ^is· r  —  r '
On the boundaries of the RWG basis functions, the current has no components 
normal to the integration path. Because of this reason, b „ (r ')  · h vanishes 
in Eq. (2.54). Figure 2.17 illustrates this fact. V' · b„ (r ')  is constant in the 
triangular regions and given by Eq. (2.2). Substituting Eq.. (2.2) into Eq. (2.54), 
and substituting Eq. (2.54) into Eq. (2.50) we obtain
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N f dS'-.------------ b . ( r ' )
S ' r  — r '
V 'b ^ rQ
¿2
E*M  =  î ^ i ;
is. +  L ·  (f ^ ) ]  } (2.55)
Boundary condition error (BCE) can be defined as
5C 'Æ .=  |E * ( r) -£ ::( r ) |, (2.56)
B C E y =  E l{ v ) - E l { v )  . (2.57)
In Section 2.5, the induced current results on a A x A flat patch was given. 
In order to investigate the BCE on a A x A patch, surface plots of BCE^  and 
BCEy  are obtained. Figure 2.18 shows the BCE^  and BCEy  on a A x A patch 
which is uniformly discretized by 280 unknowns. BCE^^ is large at the x = 0 
and X = A edges. Similarly, BCEy  is large at the ?/ =  0 and y =  A edges. The 
X component of the electric field becomes normal to the edges at x  =  0 and 
.;· =  A. Similarly, the y component of the electric field becomes normal to the 
edges at y =  0 and y = X. This means that the boundary condition, which 
states that total tangential electric field is zero on the patch, and which we 
imposed in the MoM formulation, is violated. So large BCE^  and BCEy  are 
expected at the edges.
Figure 2.19 shows the BCE^  and BCEy  on a A x A patch which is non- 
uniformly discretized with 280 unknowns. The BCE^  at the æ =  0 and x = X 
edges and BCEy  at y =  0 and y =  A edges are larger than the uniform- 
discretization. On the other hand, BCE^  and BCEy  in the middle region of 
the patch decreases. Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show the BCE^  and BCEy  on a 
A X  A patch which is uniformly and nonuniformly discretized, respectively with 
1160 unknowns. BCEx  and BCEy  are larger at the edges, and they are smaller
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in the middle regions compared to the results obtained with 280 unknowns in 
Therefore as the number of basis functions (unknowns) is increased to solve 
the same problem, the BCE is seen to be smaller almost everywhere on the 
patch, except at the edges.
Figure 2.18: BCE on a 1Л x lA patch is discretized by 280 uniformlj^ triangu­
lated unknowns: (a) x component of the BCE. (b) у component of the BCE.
Figure 2.19: BCE on a lA x lA patch is discretized by 280 nonuniformlj'^ tri­
angulated unknowns: (a) x component of the BCE. (b) у component of the 
BCE.
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Figure 2.20: ВСЕ on a lA x lA patch is discretized by 1160 uniformly tri­
angulated unknowns: (a) x component of the BCE. (b) у component of the 
BCE.
Figure 2.21: BCE on a lA x lA patch is discretized by 1160 nonuniformly 
triangulated unknowns: (a) x component of the BCE. (b) у component of the 
BCE.
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2.8 Scattering from PEC Spheres
In this section, scattering from PEC spheres of radii A/5 and A/2 are investi­
gated. The sphere is illuminated by a plane wave as shown in Fig. 2.22. EFIE 
is discretized with MoM using triangular rooftop (RWG) basis functions. Solu­
tions for different discretizations are obtained and compared to the analytical 
solutions on the three principle cuts on the sphere, i.e., 6 = ?r/2, =  0, and
çSı =  7t/ 2 cuts. Figure 2.22 shows the three principal cuts on the sphere.
Figure 2.22: A perfect conducting sphere is illuminated by a plane wave that 
is linearly polarized in the x direction propagating in the —z direction.
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Figure 2.23 shows the induced surface currents on the three principal cuts 
on a sphere with radius A/5. Two numerical solutions are obtained for two 
different discretizations, namely 7 x 10 divisions and 11 x 16 divisions where the 
first number refers to the number of divisions in the 6 direction and the second 
to the <j> direction. The numerical results are compared with the analytical 
results obtained by the Mie-series. Figure 2.23 (a) shows J g  on the 6  =  tt/ 2  
cut, Fig. 2.23 (b) shows p u  the 0  — 'k J I  cut. Fig. 2.23 (c) shows Jg  on the 
^ =  0 cut and Fig. 2.23 (d) shows on the <j> = tt/ 2 cut. There is a good 
agreement between the numerical and analytical results. Deviations in the 
current is due to the characteristics of the RWG basis function. The numerical 
results converge to the analytical results as the number of unknowns increases.
Figure 2.24 obtained with 11 x 16 and 15 x 30 divisons in the same format 
as in Fig. 2.23. The deviations of the numerical results are seems to be larger 
compared to A/5 radius sphere. In Section 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 it will be shown that 
these deviations in the current results do not contaminate the near-zone and 
far-zone field calculations.
Figure 2.25 and 2.26 show the magnitudes of the induced currents on the 
surfaces of the spheres with radii A/5 and A/2, respectively.
2.8.1 Near-Zone Field Calculation
Scattered fields of spheres or any arbitrary geometries in the near-held region 
can be obtained using a formulation similar to the one given in Section 2.2. 
Substituting the current coefficients that are obtained from the MoM solution
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.23: The analytical and numerical solutions of the induced currents on 
t lie three principal cuts of a A/5 radius PEC sphere: (a) Je on the 6 = ir¡2 cut. 
(b) ./^ , on the 0 = 7t/ 2 cut. (c) Jq on the cj) — Q cut. (d) on the ^ =  tt/ 2 cut.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.24: The analytical and numerical solutions of the induced currents on 
the three principal cuts of a A/2 radius PEC sphere: (a) Je on the 6 = -k¡'2 cut. 
(b) on the Q — 7t/ 2 cut. (c) Je on the ^  = Q cut. (d) on the (f) = 7t/ 2 cut.
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Current-Magnitude
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2.1B110E+00 
2.115B5E+00 
2.0T012E+00 
2.0245BE+00 
1.97305E400 
1.93352E+00 
l.a8799E+00 
1.94245E400 
l.79692E400 
1.75139E+00 
1.70585E+00 
1.6B032E+00 
1.B1479E+00 
1.56925E+00 
1.52372E+00 
1.47819E+00 
1.4326BE400 
1.38712E400 
l.34159E400 
1.29B0BE400 
1.25052E400 
1.20499E400 
1.1594BE400 
!.11392E400 
1.0B839E400 
1.0228BE400 
9.77325E-01 
9.31792E-01 
8.0B259E-01 
8.4072BE-01 
7.93193E-01 
7.49BB0E-01 
7.04127F-0I
Figure 2.25: The surface plot of the magnitude of the induced current distri­
bution on a radius PEC sphere of radius A/5 that which is illuminated by a 
plane wave.
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Z X X' 'Z
Current-Magnituden
2.07905E+00 
2.01953E+00 
l.9B002E400 
1.90051E400 
l.a4099E+00 
1.7814BE400 
1.72197E400 
1.6B245E400 
1.60294E400 
1.54343E400 
1.48391E400 
1.42440E400 
1.3B4B9E400 
1.30537E400 
1.2456BE400 
I . 18B35E400 
1 .12683E400 
1.0B732E400 
1.00781E400 
9.40292E-01 
8.9877BE-01 
8.29265E-01 
7.69752E-01 
7.1023BE-01 
6.50725E-01 
5.31211E-01 
5.3169BE-01 
4.72184E-01 
4.12B71E-01 
3,5315BE-01 
2.93644E-01 
2.34131E-01 
1.7461TE-01
Figure 2.26: The surface plot of the magnitude of the induced current distri­
bution on a radius PEC sphere of radius A/2 that which is illuminated by a 
plane wave.
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Ninto Eq. (2.4) we get
E"(r) =  iu^nY^ai f g { \ r - r ' \ ) h j { r ' ) d S ' + ^ - ^ f ^ a i  i  V V g { \ r - r ' \ ) -h j { v ' )d S ' .
(2.58)
Using the identity V · (ab) =  aV · b +  b · Va, Eq. (2.58) becomes
E{r )  =  iu f i Y ^ a i  [  g { \ r - r ' \ ) h j { r ' ) d S ' + ^ - ^ ^ a i  j  V5(|r-r'|)V'-bj(r')d5',
(2.59)
which can be used to compute the scattered electric field in the near-field 
region. The scattered electric field is computed at 1.5r, where r is the radius 
of the sphere. Figures 2.27 and 2.28 show the electric fields scattered from 
spheres of radii A/5 and A/2 radius spheres, respectively. A good agreement is 
observed between the numerical and the analytical results.
2.8.2 Far-Zone Field Calculation
In the far-field region, the distance between the source and the observation 
points can be approximated by
R — \r — r'\ r — r.r'. (2.60)
Substituting Eq. (2.60) into Eq. (2.4), the scattered electric-field in the far zone 
can be written as
„ ikr
- 1 7
f.
—  / J(F)e-'^·^·^ 
r Js'
(2.61)
Substituting the coefficients obtained from the MoM solution into Eq. (2.61) 
and changing the order of the integration and summation the expression lor 
the far-zone scattered electric field becomes
(2.62)
n=l ^
E s
f a r
e
47T r
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Figures 2.29 and. 2.30 show the far-zone electric fields scattered from the spheres 
of radii A/5 and A/2, respectively. A good agreement seen between the and 
the analytical results. The level of aggreement improves as the number of 
unknowns increases.
(b)
(d)
Figure 2.27: Analytically and computationally obtained near-zone electric 
fields scattered from a PEC sphere with a radius of A/5. Computational re­
sults are obtained using the MoM with 628 and 1623 unknowns: (a) Ee on the 
0 = 7T/2 cut. (b) on the 6 = irf2 cut. (c) Eg on the ^ =  0 cut. (d) E^ on 
the d =  7t/ 2 cut.
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(b)
(d)
Figure 2.28: Analytically and computationally obtained near-zone electric 
fields scattered from a PEC sphere with a radius of A/2. Computational re­
sults are obtained using the MoM with 1071 and 2628 unknowns: (a) Eg on 
the 0 = 7t/ 2 cut. (b) on the 9 =  7t/ 2 cut. (c) Eg on the ^ = 0 cut. (d) E^ 
on the (j) = TV¡2 cut.
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Ephi on thetasSO rail Ethem on №etao90 cut
(a)[ j
Etheta on fho cut
(b)
on fiaSO cut
(c) (d)
Figure 2.29: Analytically and computationally obtained far-zone electric fields 
scattered from a PEC sphere with a radius of A/5. Computational results are 
obtained using the MoM with 144, 480, and 1260 unknowns: (a) Ee on the 
0 — 7t/ 2 cut. (b) on the 0 =  7t/ 2 cut. (c) Eq on the ^ =  0 cut. (d) E^ on 
the (j) = TT/2  cut.
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^ h lo n E№eta on thetas90 cut
(a)
Etheta on fisO cut
(b)
Ephi on fis90 cut
Figure 2.30: Analytically and computationally obtained far-zone electric fields 
scattered from a PEC sphere with a radius of A/2. Computational results are 
obtained using the MoM with 480, 1260, and 2520 unknowns: (a) Ee on the 
0 =  ;r/2 cut. (b) on the 6 =  tt/ 2 cut. (c) Eg on the ^ =  0 cut. (d) E^ on 
the <j) = ;r/2 cut.
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Chapter 3
Fast Multipole Method (FMM)
Large-scale problems of computational electromagnetics are very challenging 
because the sizes of the problems that can be solved are limited by computa­
tional resources. Despite the difficulties involved, the solution of these problems 
usually offer valuable results that are immediately useful in real-life applica­
tions. The numerical solutions of electromagnetic problems are used in the 
simulation and design of several engineering applications, such as stealth tech­
nology and electromagnetic compatibility. Especially in the design process, 
analysis and simulation of several large geometries are required. Fast algo­
rithms are required in order to save both time and the resources.
During the last several years, fast algorithms have Iseen developed for the 
treatment of the matrix-vector operations resulting from the discretization of 
t he integral equations. Fast Fourier transforms [16], fast Laplace transform [17]. 
and fast Gauss transform [18,19], fast algorithm for the evaluation of Legendre 
expansions [20] have asymptotic CPU-time estimates and memory estimates of
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either 0(?i) or 0(nlog n). They offer improvements over the classical solutions 
of the large-scale problems.
In computational electromagnetics as a partial solution to the computational- 
complexity and the memory-requirement problems, recursive T-matrix algo­
rithms (RTMAs) [8-12] have been developed. The fast multipole method 
(FMM) is originally proposed by Rokhlin [2] in order to solve Laplace’s equa­
tion in 2-D. Greengard and Rokhlin used the FMM for the particle simulations 
in 2-D. Carrier et al. [3] used the FMM for a nonuniform distributed particle 
simulations in 2-D. Anderson [4] implemented a version of the FMM without 
multipoles.
The FMM is also an efficient technique for the solution of the Helmholtz 
equation. Rokhlin developed a fast multipole solution for the Helmholtz equa­
tion in 2-D, and then extended it to 3-D. The FMM solution of two-dimensional 
elect romagnetic scattering problems have been applied by Engheta et al. [5] for 
the Fs polarization case. Lu and Chew [6] extended it to polarization. Coif- 
man et al. [7] gave a practical and complete prescription of FMM solution of 
the Helmholtz equation in 3-D. In recent years, several methods have been 
applied to reduce the complexity of the single-level FMM. Ray-propagation 
fast multipole algorithm (RPFMA) proposed by Wagner and Chew [21], high- 
frequency acceleration of the FMM proposed by Burkholder and Kwon [22], 
and fast far-held acceleration proposed by Lu and Chew [13] have time and 
memory-requirement complexities of Multi-level fast multipole al­
gorithm (MLFMA) proposed by Lu and Chew have CPU-time and memoiy- 
requirement complexities of 0 (7? log??).
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The FMM enables the solution of larger problems with existing computa­
tional resources by reducing the computational complexity and the memory 
requirement of the solution without sacrificing the accuracy. This is achieved 
by replacing the matrix-vector multiplications of 0 {N'^) complexity by a faster 
equivalent of complexity in each iteration of an iterative scheme. Some
versions of the FMM have complexities that are even lower than 0{N^·^) per 
iteration. A direct solution, e.g., Gaussian elimination, woidd require 0{N^) 
operations.
In this thesis, the electric-field surface integral equation will be solved and 
the MoM will be used to dicretize the integral equation into a matrix equation. 
Electric-field integral equation is solved on an arbitrary mesh of flat triangles 
by using piecewise linear basis functions defined on triangular domains.
In order to compare the accuracy and the efficiency of the FMM solution, 
analytical results (whenever possible) and two numerical solutions, namely, 
a direct solution and an iterative solution (employing ordinary matrix-vector 
multiplications) of the matrix equation obtained with the MoM discretization, 
are obtained. Computation times and memory requirements of all three meth­
ods will be compared.
3.1 Multipole Expansion and Addition The­
orem in 3-D
The field at an observation point x  due to a source point x ' is evaluated using 
the Green’s function in 3-D, which is given by Eq. (2.5). x, x', and two vectors
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X and d are illustrated in Fig.3.1.
X
Figure 3.1: The basic geometry, illustrating the vectors in the series summation.
Series expansion of the Green’s function is given by
gifc|X+d|
IV  a. HI =  +  m k d ) h i ' \ k X ) P , { d  ■ X) ,  (3.1)
where j i  is a spherical Bessel function, is a spherical Hankel function of 
the first kind, Pt is a Legendre potynomial, and d < X .  If d «C X , then this 
summation will converge much faster to the desired accuracy. The integral 
expansion of the jiPi in Eq. (3.1) is given as
4xi‘jt{kd)Pi{d ■ X)  =  J d'^ke^-’^ PiCk ■ X). (3.2)
Substituting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.1), and changing the orders of summation 
a.nd integration.
■£ i \ 2l + l ) h f \ k X ) P i{ k  ■ X )  (3.3)
is obtained. This expression will be used in the evaluation of the field at x  due 
to a source at xL We need to evaluate the function
r;(/i,cosd) =  X)f^(2f +  l )hf\K)Pi{cos6) 
1=0
(3.4)
for various values of k at ])redetermined directions. The number of truncation 
terms, i.e., T, depends on the kd, kX,  and the desired accuracy. We can rewrite 
Eq. (3.3) as
ci '^|X+d| ih f . . . .
(3.5)
,!/:| | k -I ^
^  d^kP^-% {kX,k-X) .
|X +  d| 47tJ
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At this point the main problem is the choice of the number of truncation terms,
i.e., L, and the choice of the integration points on the unit sphere and their 
weights for a desired accuracy.
3.1.1 The Optimum Choice of the Integration Points 
and Their Weights
In this section, three theorems will be given for the choice of the optimum 
quadrature formulas. Two situations, namely, a smooth function on a circle 
and a smooth function on an interval will be considered. Using these theorems, 
higher-order quadrature formulas in 2-D will be constructed.
T heorem : For any integer m, n such that n > 2 |77г|, the ??-point trape­
zoidal quadrature rule on the interval [0, 27t] integrates the function ex­
act I v.
Theorem : For any natural n, there exists a unique pair of finite sequences
f , icf, i = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  ?7, such that for any integer k G [1,277. — 1],
(3.6)
! = 1 ''”1
Furthermore, ;r” G [—1,1] and to” G [0,1] for all i =  1 ,2 ,···, n.
The points ;i·” and the coefficients rc” are known as the nodes and the 
coefficients of the 77-point Gaussian quadrature rule, which is the unique 77- 
point quadrature rule that integrates exactly all polynomials of order up to 
27/. -  1.
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Define the finite sequence i^,(f>2T ■ · ,^n  by
*  = f  (i -  1).
and the finite sequence 01, 02, . . .  , 6n by the formula
(3.7)
9j =  avccos{wJ). (3.8)
We can define a discretization on the unit sphere by a collection of these two
sequences as
^k).
Then, a function f{x, y) can be discretized on this grid as
(3.9)
(3.10)
T heorem : Suppose f{x,  y) is a spherical harmonic of degree n. Then,
J < n m  = ± ± ^ , ,  (3.11)
w h c i - e
i=i k=l 
2ir
j (3.12)
Suppose that we have approximated ti, with T +  1 as terms in Eq. (3.4). 
The above theorem states that if we choose an Tth order trapezoidal rule in 
the (f) direction, and a 2Tth order Gaussian quadrature rule in the 0 direction, 
the integral in Eq. (3..5) will be exact.
3.2 Formulation of the FMM
The EMM is an algorithm that is proposed for the solution of Laplace’s and 
Helmholtz’s equations in both 2-D and 3-D. In this thesis, Helmholtz’s equation
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in 3-D is solved. The FMM uses the diagonalized translation operator for 
the 3-D Helmholtz’s equation to speed up the matrix-vector multiplication in 
an iterative scheme. Figure 3.3 illustrates a two-level FMM. A schematical 
explanation of the FMM will be given.
Figure 3.2: Overall scheme for the two-level FMM, which includes the aggre­
gations, the translations, and the disaggregations.
0 0eP
0 ^ 0 0  0 00®
0 ® 0 ®  ® 0 ® 0 ®
^  ^  ^  
0  ^
BEFORE CLUSTERING
Figure 3.3: The basis functions before the clustering operation is performed.
1. C lustering: First step of the FMM is grouping the unknowns into clus­
ters. Figure 3.3 sjmibolically shows the basis functions before the cluster­
ing operation is performed. Figure 3.4 illustrates the clustering operation.
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Clustering is performed on the basis of the physical distances of the basis 
functions.
0 ,i
¿ N '"
il2i 2i I2i,;
( la®
'■■'■000®
\'^· ^  /
CLUSTERING
Figure 3.4: The clustering part of the FMM is illustrated. The basis functions 
are clustered into groups on the basis of physical proximity.
2. Aggregation: In this step, the total field is computed at a group center 
due to all of tlie subscatterers in the group. Figure 3.5 illustrates the 
aggregation operation.
0  N /''0® ®''···
/¿000·'·. ' ' l ' | 0 / ' ' ' ' ' . 0  0ef?·' 
^  / ...... ^  ^  \
j / 04 ®  ^
AGGREGATION
Figure 3.5: In the aggregation step of the FMM, the fields due to all subscat- 
tefers in each cluster are aggregated at the cluster centers.
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3. Translation: In this step, fields from each group center is translated to 
the other group centers. Figure 3.6 illustrates the translation operation.
TRANSLATION
Figure 3.6: In the translation step of the FMM, fields that are aggregated 
at the cluster centers are translated to all the other cluster centers that are 
sufficiently distant.
4. D isaggregation: In this step, the total field at a group center is dis­
tributed to all subscatters in that group as shown in Fig. 3.7
3.2.1 A  Robust Method for the Choice of the Trunca­
tion Term Number
For the translation part of the FMM,
L
t i { k , c o s O) =  {21 +  l ) / i ;  ( k ) P / ( c o s 0 )
1=0
(3.13)
has to be evaluated. This is not a function as L —> oo. The series has to be 
truncated. The number of terms kept in the truncation depends on kX ,  kd,
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...... ' / '& ^ й ' \
1000^1/® 00 i '''-З··^
DISAGGREGATION
Figure 3.7: In the disaggregation step of the FMM, fields that are translated 
to the cluster centers are disaggregated to the subscatterers.
and the desired accurac}-. The difficulty in determining terms to keep in the 
truncation is two-fold :
1. If a small number of terms are kept in the truncation, the kernel of the 
integral equation cannot be computed to the desired accuracy. This will 
effect the accuracy of matrix elements, hence the solution of the matrix 
equation.
2. If a large number of terms are kept in the truncation, ti{k, cos в) cannot 
be evaluated accurately in finite-precision arithmetics. The calculation 
of the integral in Eq. (3.5) cannot be performed accurately due to sub­
tractive cancellation.
The number of terms kept in the truncation must be carefull}? chosen. Coif- 
man et al. [7] proposed an empirical fit for the number of multipoles required 
for single-precision arithmetics as
L,{kD) =  kD + 5ln{kD -f Л-), (3.14)
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where D  >  I f k  is the maximum d. d is the diameter of the basis-function 
groups. For double-precision arithmetics Coifman et al. [7] estimated
Ld(kD) =  kD + 101n(A;i) -1- tt). (3.15)
One must choose L > kd as the lower bound, and L < k X  for the upper bound 
on L. Wagner and Chew [21] uses the empirical fit for the number of multipoles 
required
L{kD) = kD + \n{kD + %). (3.16)
The formulas in Eqs. (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) are all empirical formulas. 
A more robust approach is needed for the choice of L. In order to do this, we 
ha.ve prepared a look-up table which is a function of kX ,  kd, and the desired 
accuracy. This method is advantageous over the above formulas, because it 
gives the number of kept terms in the truncation for any desired accuracy. 
If one needs 3-digit or 4-digit accuracy, it will cause both memory and time 
redundancy to choose the number of kept terms in the truncation with the 
above formulas. Another redundancy in the above expressions is the following. 
They always use the same number of truncation terms for all cluster pairs. This 
is not necessary since some cluster pairs require less truncation terms than the 
maximum of the number of kept terms in the truncation for all cluster pairs.
For a cluster pair, first their k X  (electrical distance between the cluster 
centers) and kd (the sum of radii of the clusters in terms of electrical distance) 
are calculated. Given the desired accuracy, L is found using interpolation. The 
look-up table is prepared for the worst-case condition, i.e., the maximum error 
is minimized.
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The order of the integration rules is determined by considering the maxi­
mum number of terms kept for all truncation pairs, Ntmax- If a trapezoidal 
rule of order 2Ntrmax in the <j) direction, and a Gaussian quadrature rule of 
order Ntrmax in the 6 direction is used, the integral in Eq. (3.5) will still be 
exact.
3.2.2 Formulation of a Single Matrix Element
Although matrix elements are not explicity computed in the FMM formalism, 
formulation of a single matrix element will be given here for illustration. It is 
the basis of the construction of the fast matri.x-vector multiplication.
In three dimensions electric field due to a current distribution is given b}^
E(r,·) =  iu/x J dS'Gin.  r ')  · J(r^.), (3.17)
where i%· is the observation point, r'· is the source, and G(rj,r'·) is the Dyadic 
Green’s function given by
G(r¿,r') = i + i w ;
47T r¿ -  r-j
I  _  i - v v '
47T
(3.18)
The observation and source point are illustrated in Fig. 3.8 After discretizing 
the integral equation using the MoM as discussed in Chapter 2.2, a single 
matrix element becomes
Zij =  iwfi J dSti(ri) ■ JdS'G{i'i,rj) ■ b ;(r ' ). (3.19)
After the clustering operation is completed, r,· — rj can be written as
D' I*?' — l’î’rr! 4~ ^mm' T (3.20)
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m'
Figure 3.8: Observation point, source point, and the translation vector, 
where r^m' is the vector between cluster centers. Tim and Vj^' are the vectors
that point from the observation point and source point to the cluster centers, 
respectively. Using the addition theorem
gik.|iN-ivl .¡f.
47r|ri —rj| (-iTr)' J , k ■ f w ) ,  (3.21)
where
T^ lik I i ^  ^mm') — ^  ^ (2^  1)^ /^ {k |rmm' | ^mm') i
1=0
Eq. (3.19) becomes
%  -
ku:/i
( 4 7 r )
(IS'
J  |l'mm'| t k ' I'mm') j  dSti{vj)
j,S I  -  kk
after performing the differentiations. By using
I  -  kk] = 1 - k k I  -  kk] ,
Eq. (3.23) becomes 
~  (47t)2 J f/^ A-V„„-(A:). nik  | i w | , k ■ f„„„0Vr„q(A:),
I - k k U(r;),
(3.22)
where r; is given b}' Eq. (3.22) and
Vnuik) = J 
V,n'i(^ ) = J [l-E] .bj(r,·).
Figure 3.9 shows the steps in the evaluation of a single matrix element.
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)
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Cluster 2
Figure 3.9: Illustration of the computation of a single matrix element using 
the FMM formalism.
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3.2.3 Matrix-Vector Multiplication Using the FM M
In this section, a fast matrix-vector multiplication will be formulated using the 
FMM formalism. Matrix-vector multiplication is required in order to solve the 
matrix equation in an iterative method, where the computation of
N
(3.2S)
is required in each step. If direct matrix-vector multiplication is employed , the
cost will be O(iV^) per iteration. The summation in Eq. (3.2S) can be divided
into two parts as 
N
^  ^  Z i j i j ^  ^  Zijij, г =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  iV, (3.29)
m'^Bm
where Gm represents the elements in the ??ith cluster, and Bm represents 
all nearby groups of the ???.th cluster (including itself). After substituting 
Eq. (3.22) into the second part of Eq. (3.29) and changing the orders of the 
integration and the summations, - ,_·
AT
E E Zijii
i = l  m’e B m j S G ,
ku!fl
(47t)^ / d^k
M„jj( )^ ·  ^ ) T~l{k \T'mm'\ 1 k  · ^  ^ “  F ■2; ' ’ ’ 5 A^ , (3.30)
is obtained. This can be used in an iterative solver, e.g., a conjugate-gradient 
solver, and the cost of Eq. (3.28) reduces to 0(?z^ ·®) as will be shown in the 
next subsection.
3.2.4 Solution Complexities and Optimization
A i)roblem with N  unknowns has 0 { N ‘^) matrix-filling c o m p le x ify , and 0{N^)  
solution complexify if a direct solver is used with the MoM. If an iterative
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solver is used, 0 { N ‘^) calculation are required per iteration. The number of 
iterations of the iterative solver may be as high as 0(N) ,  which may cause the 
overall complexity of the iterative solver to become O(N^). Both the direct 
and iterative solvers require 0 {N^) memory locations.
The FMM consists of the following parts:
1. A ggregation: The quantity
«€G„/
(3.31)
rei^resents the far fields of the ?nth group in the direction of k. Computing 
Sm{k) for all N  of the unknowns in K  directions requires 0(iV /i) oper­
ations. It is found that K  — and Ntrmax oc kd, so K  cc {kctf.
Consider a surface discretized by N  unknowns. A cluster will have ap­
proximately N /M  unknowns. Suppose that cluster radius in terms of 
electrical quantities is kd. The unknowns are distributed over the area 
of the cluster so kd oc sJ n Jm . Figure 3.10 illustrates this fact. Thus, 
K  oc N jM  and the aggregation operation requires 0{ N^ f M)  floating­
point operations.
2. T ranslation: The quantity
(3.32)
represents the Fourier components of the field in the ???th group generated 
by the sources in the groups that are not nearby. Computing gm(k) for all 
cluster pairs and for A’ directions recpiires 0 {KAP)  oc 0 ( NM)  floating­
point operations.
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Figure 3.10: Overall geometr}^ is composed of N  unknowns. After clustering 
each cluster will have approximate^ N / M  unknowns. Considering the cluster 
radius kd will be proportial to
3. D isaggregation: Performing the disaggregation operation for all groups 
is equivalent to computing
kcofi
( 4ТГ) (3..33)
The disaggregation step requires 0{ KN )  oc 0{N'^/M)  floating-point op­
erations.
4. N ear-F ield  In teractions: Interactions in the near-field region are eval­
uated using an ordinary matrix-vector multiplication. The matrix, which 
includes the near-field interactions, is sparse. Using the sparcity of the 
matrix, the multiplication
E  E  i =  (3.34)
requires 0{N'^/M)  floating point operations.
O ptim ization: By adding all of the operations required in each step of the
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FMM formalism, we find that the computation of the matrix-vector multipli­
cation in each iteration requires 0 { N ‘^ !M)-{-0{NM)  floating point operations. 
Minimization of CiN'^fM+C2N M  yields M  = Following this opti­
mization, the overall complexity of the solution becomes 0 {N^·^) per iteration.
3.2.5 Filling Complexities
1. Filling th e  Sparse N ear-F ield  M atrix : In order to evaluate the near­
field interactions, a sparse matrix is contracted with 0 { N ‘^ /M)  floating 
point operations. Choosing M  oc s/N ,  the complexity of this operation 
becomes
2. C om puting th e  Fourier T ransfonns of th e  Basis and  Testing
Functions: Computation of the Fourier transforms of the basis and 
testing functions is required for K  directions k. Computing the Fourier 
transforms given by F([s. (3.26) and (3.27) for all basis and testing func­
tions requires 0{NK)  oc operations.
3. Filling th e  T ranslation M atrix : For each cluster pair and for each 
predetermined k directions, a translation matrix of the form
L
T i { k  \ r m m ' \ , " k  ■ r „ г m ' )  =  - f  1)/?P^(A' | r w | ) F i ( A :
1=0
? 'inmJ) (3.35)
is computed. This computation is performed for K  directions and hP  
cluster pairs. The number of terms kept in the truncation is L so this 
part has OiKLAP)  oc complexity. In terms of N,  this is
0(iV ·^^ ·^ ) complexity. The coefficient of this part is veiy small compared 
to the solution. Nevertheless, the complexity of this filling operation can 
be reduced by employing the fast Legendre expansion proposed by Alpert
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and Rokhlin [20] or by implementing the fast far-field approximation as 
will be discussed in the next chapter.
3.3 Results
Most of the numerical results obtained with the FMM will be presented in 
Chapters 7 and 8. In this section, only those numerical results testifying to the 
accuracy and the efficiency of the FMM will be presented.
In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the FMM, scattering from a perfect 
conducting sphere is investigated. A PEC sphere with a radius of A/2 is illu­
minated by a plane wave, which is polarized in x  direction and propagating in 
the —f direction. The far-field quantities are observed on the three principal 
brandies of the sphere, i.e., 0 =  7t/ 2, ^ =  0, and (j) =  -kf'l cuts. The nu­
merical results are obtained for two different discretizations, namely, for 1071 
unknowns and 2628 unknowns. Numerical results are compared to the analyti­
cal results, i.e.. Mie-series solution. Figure 3.11 shows good agreement between 
the numerical and the analytical results.
In order to investigate the time and memory rec[uirements of the FMM, 
several PEC patch problems with different discretizations are solved. The 
sizes of the patches differ between A x A and 8A x 8A. A/10 criterion is used 
in order to discretize the geometiy. This corresponds to unknowns between 
280 and 19040. depending on the size of the patch. The time and memory 
re(iuirements are compared with two reference numerical solutions , namely, 
a direct solution and an iterative solution (employing ordinary matrix-vector 
multiplications) of the matrix equation obtained with the MoM.
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Figure 3.12 illustrates the comparison between the computer times required 
b)?· the FMM and the ordinary matrix-vector multiplication for each iteration 
of the iterative method. Both the horizontal and the vertical axes are scaled 
logarithmically. Thus, the slope of the curves in Fig. 3.12 are equal to the order 
of the computational complexity of the corresponding method. Obviously, the 
curve pertaining to the FMM has a smaller slope than that obtained with 
the ordinary matrix-\"ector multiplication. Hence, the FMM has a significantly 
lower per-iteration computational complexity compared to the ordinary matrix- 
vector multiplication.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from Figs. 3.13-3.15 , where the FMM 
solutions clearly have smaller slopes, and thus lower complexities, when the 
total solution time, the overall matrix fill time, and the memory requirement 
are considered.
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Etheta on X-Y cut EphI on X -Y  cut
(a)
Etheta on X-Z cut
(c)
( b )
Ephi on Y-Z cut
(cl)
Figure 3.11: Far-zone electric fields scattered from a PEC sphere with a radius 
of A/2 as computed analytically and using the FMM: (a) Eg  on the 9 — ir/'I 
cut. (b) on the 0  =  7t/ 2  cut. (c) E g  on the o =  0 cut. (d) E^,  on the (j) =  k / 2  
cut.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the solution times per iteration required the 
FMM and the ordinary matrix-vector multiplication.
M O M  and FM M  total solution times
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Figure 3.13: Comparhion of the total solution times reqiiired by the FMM and 
the direct solution.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the overall matrix fill times for the FMM and the 
MoM. Time values provided for the FMM also include the computation of the 
translations and the Fourier transforms.
Figure 3.15: Comparison of the memory requirements of the FMM and the 
MoM.
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Chapter 4
Fast Far-Field Approximation 
(FAFFA)
4.1 Introduction
As the electrical dimensions of the problems increases, the number of unknowns 
increases. The increase in the electrical dimensions is due to either increasing 
the frequency or the size of the geometry. Surfaces get larger compared to the 
wavelength. As the number of unknowns increases, obtaining the exact solu­
tion of the problem becomes nearly impossible since the memoiy requirement 
and the number of floating-point operations increase. The FMM has 
complexity per iteration in an iterative algorithm. This complexity has to be 
further reduced in order to solve larger electromagnetic problems.
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Several algorithms have been proposed in recent years in order to fur­
ther reduce the complexity. Wagner and Chew [21] proposed a ray-
propagation fast multipole algorithm (RPFMA) which has a complexity of 
It uses the fact that the translation operator given by Eq. (3.13) has 
a sharp peak in the direction of the line joining the transmitting and receiving 
gi'oups. By using a window, the directions which contribute less than a cho­
sen threshold are discarded. This reduces the 0{N^·^) complexity to 
Burkholder and Kwon [22] suggested a robust method for the choice of direc­
tions which are above a given threshold. This is achieved by the integration 
of the geometrical optics (GO) concepts with the EMM. Implementation of 
a two-level fast multipole algorithm will also yield complexity. The
multi-level fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) is suggested by Rokhlin and im­
plemented by Lu and Chew in order to reduce the comialexity to O(AnogiV). 
However, it is reported that despite its reduced complexity, the computational 
cost of the MLFMA is multiplied by a very high constant. Therefore, the time 
requirement of MLFMA becomes less than the time requirement of the FMM 
only for problems involving more than 15000 unknowns.
The FAFFA is originallj'  ^proposed by Lu and Chew [13], and has solution­
time, filling-time, and memory-requirement complexities of 0(AH·^^). There­
fore, the FAFFA is much faster than the direct solution.
In the FMM, the interactions between the scatterers are divided into near­
field interactions and far-field (FMM) interactions depending on the separation 
of the cluster centers. Similarly, in the FAFFA, computations of the interac­
tions between the scatterers are achieved bj^  using 3 different techniques de­
pending on the electrical distance separating the scatterers. If the scatterei's are
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very close to each other, then the interaction is calculated using direct matrix- 
vector multiplication. If the electrical distance between the elements is large 
enough, then the FAFFA is used to compute their interactions. The FMM is 
applied in the region that is between the near-field region and the very-far-field 
(FAFFA) regions. Figure 4.1 shows the regions for the interaction types.
NEAR-FIELD FMM REGION FAFFA REGION 
REGION
Figure 4.1: Interactions in the FMM are computed using two different tech­
niques, i.e., MoM and FMM, depending on the distance. In the FAFFA three 
different techniques, i.e., MoM, FMM, or FAFFA, are used.
In the FMM the filling complexity of the translation matrix is as
explained in Section 3.2.5. The FAFFA reduces the complexity of this part from 
to Not only the complexity of this part reduces, but also the
multiplicative constant of the computational cost of this part reduces as well. 
However, the complexit}· of the aggregation and disaggregation steps have to 
be also reduced in order to obtain an overall complexit}'^ of In order
to achieve this order reduction, interpolation and smoothing (anterpolation) 
techniques are employed.
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4.2 Formulation of the FAFFA
The FAFFA is composed of several steps: Clustering, aggregation, interpola­
tion, translation, smoothing, and disaggregation.
1. C lustering: As in the FMM, the first step is the grouping the unknowns. 
The clustering is based on the physical distances of the problem.
2. A ggregation: This step resembles the aggregation in FMM. The total 
field is computed at a. group center due to all subscaterers in the grouj).
3. In terpo la tion : The total field at a cluster center is interpolated from the 
samples on the unit sphere. A detailed explanation of the interpolation 
technique is given in [23].
4. T ranslation: In this step, field from one group center is translated to 
the other group center. This step is much faster than the translation 
stage of the FMM.
5. Sm oothing  (A nterpo lation): Smoothing is the opposite of interpola­
tion. In this step, the field at a. cluster center is distributed over the grid 
on the unit sphere. A detailed explanation of the smoothing technique is 
given in [23].
6. D isaggregation: In this step the field is disaggregated to the subscat- 
terers from the values on the predetermined grid.
In Fig. 3.8, r,· is the observation point, rj is the source point, and r,„„,/ 
shows the translation vector. The distance vector between the source point
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and the observation point is given as
^ij — i^m "i” T^ mm' ^jm'·
If rmm' ^  rim and r^m' I’jm'·, then the approximation
— l^iil ~  d" rmm' ' i^m rmm' ' ^jm'
(4.1)
(4.2)
is valid. In order to compute the field at the observation point rj due to a 
source point Tj, Green’s function in 3-D, which is given by Eq. (2.5), is used. 
Substituting Eq. (4.2) into Eq. (2.5), we obtain
iD-jl ^  m-mJ
(4.3)
Equation (4.3) will be used to obtain a single interaction matrix element. .A.fter 
substituting Eq. (4.3) into Eq. (2.8), we obtain
y _   ^ T y / A \
^  mi \· m m '}ITT ? nrm.^
where
j  d S t i i r i )
mm'') —  J "  d S \ )j (^ T j^
I  -  k Ц  
/  -  kk rn' j
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
In order to solve the matrix equation with an iterative method, the matrix- 
vector multiplication
N
Y,ZuIi,  (4.7)
j=i
is required in each step. Substituting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (4.7),
V  V -f
m'eFF rmm' j^m'
(4.8)
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is obtained. The Fourier transform expression and Vm'j(rmm') can
be obtained by interpolation. The interpolation expressions are given as
Ymiij'mm'^ — ^
I
Yn'j(f'mm') — y ,jYm'
J
(4.9)
where Vmi{cai) and are the Fourier transform expressions of the sam­
ples on, the unit sphere, and and are the interpolation coefS-
cients. Substituting Eq. (4.9) into Eq. (4.8) and changing the orders of the 
summations,
47T
X)l4ij(o'/)· X) (4.10)
I  m ' & F F  J  j £ m '
is obtained. This can be used in an iterative solver, e.g., conjugate gradient, 
and the cost of Eq. (4.10) reduces to
4.2.1 Solution Complexities and Optimization
The FAFFA consists of the following parts:
1. A ggregation: This step resembles the aggregation in the FMM. This 
step has also 0{N^ /M)  complexity.
2. In terpo la tion : This step requires 0 { M ‘^ P) floating-point operations. 
Here, P  is the degree of the interpolation and it is a constant.
•3. T ranslation: In this step, field from one group center is translated to the 
other group center. 'Phis step requires 0 {AP) floating-point operations.
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4. Sm oothing (A nterpo la tion): This step requires 0 { M ‘^ P) floating­
point operations. Here P  is the degree of the interpolation and it is a 
constant.
5. D isaggregation: This step resembles the disaggregation in the FMM 
has a complexity of 0{N'^fM).
O ptim ization: The computation of the matrix-vector multiplication in 
each iteration requires O(N'^IM) + 0{M'^) floating point operations. Mini­
mization of -f yields M  =  After the optimization, the
rail complexity of the solution part becomes per iteration.ove
4.2.2 Filling Complexities
In the Fourier transforms, the oscillatory function is e* ■ S O  i t  d e t e r ­
mines t he interpolation numbers. The oscillation of the interpolation function
*1 i depends on xna.x{krim), which is the electrical size of the group kd.
kd oc ^JW[m  . After the optimization, M  oc so kd oc and number of 
samples on the unit sphere oc
1. Filling Sparse N ear-F ield  M atrix : In order to evaluate the near-field
interactions, a sparse matrix is constructed. 0{N'^¡M) floating-point 
operations are required for this part. After the optimization, it is found 
that M  oc so the complexity of this part is
2. C om puting  th e  Fourier T ransform s of th e  Basis and  T esting 
Functions: Computation of the Fourier transforms of the basis functions
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are required at the interpolation points. Number of interpolation points 
is found to be oc So the complexity of this part is
3. F illing th e  T ranslation M atrix : For each cluster pair the translation 
matrix is computed. This step has 0{M^)  complexity. That is 
floating point operations are done in this step.
4.3 Results
In this section, numerical results pertaining to the accuracy and the efficiency 
of the FAFFA will be presented. Other numerical results obtained with the 
FAFFA will be given in Chapter 7. In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the 
FAFFA, RCS results of a sample scattering problem obtained with the FMM 
and the FAFFA are compared. Time and memory-requirement complexities of 
the FAFFA will also be compared to those of the FMM. In order to demonst rate 
the accuracy of the FAFFA, scattering from a PEC flat patch is investigated. 
A PEC square flat patch of size 3A x 3A is illuminated by a plane wave that 
is polarized in the x  direction and propagating in the —z direction. The RCS 
results obtained with the FMM and the FAFFA are shown in Fig. 5.6. Clearly 
the agreement is very good, hence testifying to the accuracy of the FAFFA.
In order to investigate the time and memory requirements of the FAFFA 
several PEC patch problems with different discretizations are solved. The 
sizes of the patches differ between A x A and 8A x 8A. A/10 criterion is used 
in the discretization of the geometry. This corresponds to the numbers of 
unknowns between 280 and 19040, depending on the size of the patch. The 
time and memory recjuirements are compared with three reference numerical
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Figure 4.2: The RCS of a 3A x 3A PEC flat patch on x-z cut computed using 
the FMM and the FAFFA.
solutions, namel}'·, the FMM in an iterative scheme, a direct solution, and 
an iterative solution (employing ordinary matrix-vector multiplications) of the 
matrix equation obtained with the MoM.
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of the per-iteration computer times re­
quired by the FAFFA, the FMM, and the ordinary matrix-vector multipli­
cation. Both the horizontal and the vertical axes are scaled logarithmically. 
Therefore, slopes of the curves in Fig. 5.6 are equal to the order of the com­
putational complexitj'^ of the corresponding method. It is obvious that the 
FAFFA has a smaller slope and thus a lower complexity, than that of the ordi­
nary matrix-vector multiplication. However, it is also seen in Fig. 5.6 that the 
complexity of the FAFF.A is not lower than that of the FMM as would be ex­
pected. Furthermore, the CPU time required by the FAFFA is more than that 
of the FMM. When we sought for the reasons behind this unexpected result, 
we found that the optimization process given both in the previous section and 
also in the literature [13] that leads to the choice of the number of clusters as
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М  =  is valid only for very large problems involving millions of unknowns. 
Our problems contain less than 100,000 unknowns and, therefore, a different 
choice for the number of clusters may be necessary.
Figure 5.6 shows the total solution times obtained with the FAFFA, the 
FMM and the MoM. Both the FMM and the FAFFA have smaller slopes and 
lower complexities compared to that of the MoM. However, the slopes of the 
FMM and the FAFFA are about the same due to the reason explained above.
Figure 4.5 depicts the comparison of filling times of the FAFFA, the FMM 
and the MoM, where the FAFFA is seen to have a lower complexity compared 
to the FMM and the MoM. This is expected because the number of clusters is 
higher in the FAFFA (Л/ = than it is in the FMM {M = for the 
same number of unknowns and this fact reduces the number of the near-field 
interactions, which is the dominant factor in the matrix filling time. For the 
same reason, the memory reciuirement complexity of the FAFFA is lower than 
those of the FMM and the MoM, as seen in Fig. 4.6.
In the next chapter a new adaptive algorithm is proposed in order to solve 
the problems encountered in the solution times of the FAFFA.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the solution times per iteration required by the 
FAFFA, the FMM and the ordinary matrix-vector multiplication for the PEC 
flat i3atch problem.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the total solution times required b}^  the FAFF.\, the 
FMM, and the direct solution for the PEC flat patch problem.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the overall matrix fill time for the FAFFA, the 
FMM, and the MoM for the PEC flat patch problem. Time values provided 
for the FAFFA and the FMM also include the computation of the ti'anslation 
formulas and the Fourier transforms.
Figure 4.6: Comparisoii of the memory requirements of the FAFFA, the FMM,
and the MoM for the PEC flat patch problem.
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Chapter 5
The Improved Fast Far-Field 
Approximation (IFAFFA)
In the previous chapters, the computational complexities of the FMM and the 
FAFFA were estimated to be and respectively. However,
these estimations were not confirmed by the plots presented in Section 4.3 
that displayed the actual CPU times required by the FMM and the FAFFA. 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 showed that, although the computational complexities and 
the CPU times of both the FMM and the FAFFA were significantly lower 
compared to those of the MoM, CPU-time performance of the FAFFA was not 
better than that of the FMM. In this chapter, we will present an improvement 
to the FAFFA to amelioriate this situation.
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5.1 Choice of the Number of Clusters
In Section 4.2, the number of clusters M  in the FAFFA was derived as M  =  
jy2/3_ 'pjjjg result was produced by an optimization process that aimed at the 
minimization of the overall computational complexity of the FAFFA. However, 
some approximations and omissions were made during the determination of the 
overall computational cost, following the literature [13]. These approximations 
and omissions can be explained as follows:
1. In the FAFFA, interactions between pairs of clusters may be computed 
in one of the three different ways depending on the distance seperating 
the two clusters:
(i) Performing a direct (sparse) matrix-vector multiplication for the near­
field interactions,
(ii) Employing the FMM for the far-field interactions, and
(iii) Employing the F.A.FFA for the very-far-field interactions, as explained 
in Section 4.1.
However, the overall cost estimate found in Section 4.2 includes only the 
cost of the near-field and the very-far-field interactions, but not the cost 
of the FMM calculations required for the far-field interactions. There are 
two reasons why this omission has been made in the literature:
(i) An analytical optimization cannot be carried out to determine M  if 
all three types of the interactions are considered. Besides, it is impossi­
ble to know the percentage of the near-held, far-held, and yery-far-held
I · . - ■ ' ■ '
interactions for any arbitrary geometry and clustering conhguration.
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(ii) It is assumed that, as the number of unknowns becomes larger, the 
cost of the FMM interactions will be negligible compared to the FAFFA 
interactions. Although this may be true in the limit as iV —>· oo, it is 
still an approximation for even the largest problems practically tractable 
today.
2. Both in the FMM and the FAFFA, the computational complexities of 
the aggregation and the disaggregation operations are 0 {KN),  where 
K  oc L^. Various possibilities for relating L to kD have been discussed 
in Section 3.2. However none of those is
L oc kD^ (5.1)
which is exactl}  ^what is used in the estimation of the overall cost. The 
choice of L as in Eq. (5.1) is significantly different from the choice of L in, 
for example, Eq. (3.14), which states that L =  ¿Zl +  51n(A;Z) +  7r), as used 
by Coifman et al. [7]. In order for these two choices of L to be close to 
each other, kD should be large enough so that 5 ln(A:i7+7r) can be ignored 
with respect to kD. For example, when kD = 10 ,^ 51n(fcZ)+7r) =  35 may 
be (barel}^) ignored. Therefore, the estimate of the computational cost 
will be in significant error if A oc kD is used with kD < 10 .^ However, 
when kD =  10^  the resulting problem sizes are unattainably large. This 
is because kD a  ^ N j M  oc if we assume M  = \ fN.  oc 10^
implies N  oc 10^ '^ . Similarly, if M  =  then kD oc y^A/Ai oc oc 
10^  and N  oc 10^ .^ If, on the other hand, L oc kD +  51n(fcZ) +  tt) is used 
instead of A oc kD to estimate the cost, then an analytical optimization 
becomes impossible.,
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3. In determining the cost expression, it is assumed that kD oc yjNiM,  
which may not be the case for all geometries and all clusterings. For ex­
ample, if a very thin and long scatterer is considered, then the unknowns 
are close to being distributed on a line and, hence, kD oc NjM.
Due to all of the above reasons, the cost expression derived for FAFFA 
may be in error and, consecpiently, the number of unknowns, “optimized” as 
M  = may not be optimal. This may be the reason for the unexpectedly 
degraded performance of the FAFFA observed in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4.
5.2 Improved Algorithm
Following the discussion presented in the previous section, we conclude that 
M  =  may not be the optimal choice for the number of clusters in FAFFA. 
Determining the optimal M  depends on an accurate estimate of the overall 
cost, which, in turn, depends on the geometry and the clustering configura­
tion. However, when all of these are considered, an analytical optimization be­
comes impossible. Therefore, we propose to determine and optimize the overall 
cost numerically, as opposed to analytically. For this purpose, we perform a 
number of different clusterings for a given geometry by picking the number of 
clusters between M  = and M  = For each one of these clustering
configurations, we can estimate the overall cost quite accurately. Then, we fit 
a second-order polynomial curve to the cost estimates we obtain as a function 
of M.  The minimum of this curve corresponds to the optimal M  and the least 
amount of computational cost. The flowchart of this algorithm, which we call 
the improved FAFFA or IFAFFA, is depicted in Fig. 5.1. The IFAFFA may be
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implemented even more efficiently by estimating the clustering configurations 
instead of actually performing multiple clusterings. Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 
5.5 show the floating-point operations estimate and second-order polynomial 
curve for 7400, 10680, 14560 and 19040 unknowns, respectively.
Unknowns FMM estimate FAFFA estimate IFAFFA estimate
1160 35 111 50
2640 52 192 88
4720 70 282 123
7400  ^  ^ ■ 87^ 381 ‘206
10680 104 486 265
14560 122 597 341
19040 139 714 405
Table 5.1: Cluster number estimates of the FMM, FAFFA, and IFAFFA.
5.3 Results
In this section, numerical results demonstrating the efficiency and the accu­
racy of the IFAFFA will be presented. Figure 5.6 shows the RCS of a PEC flat 
patch as obtained by the FMM, the FAFFA, and the IFAFFA. The 4A x 4A 
PEC patch is illuminated by a plane wave that is polarized in the x  direction 
and propagating in the —z direction. The results shown in Fig. 5.6 are all in 
good agreement. In order to investigate the time and memory requirements 
of the IFAFFA, several PEC patch problems with different discretizations are 
solved. The sizes of the patches differ between A x A and 8A x 8A. A/10 crite­
rion is used in order to discretize the geometry. This corresponds to unknowns 
between 280 and 19040, depending on the size of the patch. The time and 
meraoiy requirements of the IFAFFA are compared to those of the FMM and 
the FAFFA. Figure 5.7 shows the actual CPU times required by the IFAFFA,
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the IFAFFA.
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x10
Figure 5.2: Floating-point operations estimate and the least-squares approxi­
mation of the estimate for 7400 unknowns.
x10
Figure 5.3: Floating-point operations estimate and the least-squares approxi­
mation of the estimate for 10680 unknowns.
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Number of clusters
Figure 5.4: Floating-point operations estimate and the least-squares approxi­
mation of the estimate for 14560 unknowns.
xio
Number of clusters
Figure 5.5: Floating-point operations estimate and the least-squares approxi­
mation of the estimate for 19040 unknowns.
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RCS of PEC 4 X X 4 Ji Flat Patch on x-z Cut.
Figure 5.6: RCS of a 4A x 4A PEC flat patch on the x-z cut using the FMM, 
the FAFFA and the IFAFFA.
the FAFFA and the FMAf for each iteration of the iterative method. Clearl} ,^ 
the improvements employed in the IFAFFA causes the IFAFFA to be signifi­
cantly more efficient than tlie FAFFA. After these improvements, the IFAFFA 
becomes more efficient than the FMAI, too, unlike the regular FAFFA. Simi­
lar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 5.8, which compares the total solution 
times required by the FMM, the FAFFA, and the IFAFFA.
Figures 5.9 ad 5.10 show the filling times and memory requirements, respec­
tively, of the three fast algorithms. Note that the IFAFFA does not reduce the 
F.\FFA requirements in these results. This is expected because the number of 
clusters in the FAFF.A is larger than the IFAFFA and the FMM. Large number 
of clusters is an important factor in the filling times since it reduces the number 
of the near-field interactions, which is the dominant factor of the matrix-filling 
time. It should be remembered that the improved optimization process opti­
mizes the solution times, not the filling time or the memory requirement.
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The performances of the IFAFFA and the FAFFA are also compared by 
solving several PEC sphere problems. The radii of the spheres differ between 
A/2 and 5A/2. Different discretizations, yielding 560 to 14700 unknowns, are 
used. Figure 5.11 illustrates the comparison between the computer times re­
quired by the IFAFFA and FAFFA for each iteration of the iterative method. 
The efficiency of the IFAFFA is clearly seen. Figure 5.12 shows the memory 
requirements of the IFAFFA and the FAFFA. The IFAFFA is not designed to 
reduce the memory requirement of the FAFFA as e.xplained in the above.
Figure 5.7: Comparison of the solution times per iteration required by the 
IFAFFA, FAFFA, and FMM for the PEC flat patch problem
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the total solution times required by the IFAFFA, 
FAFFA, and FMM for the PEC flat patch problem.
Figure 5.9: Comparison of the overall matrix fill time for the IFAFFA.FAFF.A. 
and FMM for the PEC flat patch problem. Time values provided also includes 
the translation and Fourier transform parts.
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Figure 5.10; Comparison of the memory requirements of the IFAFFA, FAFFA, 
and FMM for the PEC flat patch problem.
Figure 5.11: Comparison of the solution times per iteration required by the 
IFAFFA and FAFFA for the PEC sphere problem.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the memory requirements of the IFAFFA and 
FAFFA for the PEC sphere pi'oblem.
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Chapter 6
Higher-Order Fast Far-Field 
Approximation (HO-FAFFA)
Fast far-field approximation reduces the time and memory-requirement com- 
])lexities of the FMiM from to This order reduction is very
critical in order to solve larger problems. Although this is the case, in some 
situations the FAFFA cannot be applied if the problem size is not sufficiently 
large. If the subscatterers of the problem are bounded in a very small region in 
space, most of the clusters will be in the near-field and FMM regions. In this 
case, we will have very few or no FAFFA interactions. A pui*e FMM scheme 
will be implemented with a. wrong clustei-ing parameter of M  = yielding 
an overall solution algorithm with 0(A^ ·^®®) complexity. IFAFFA will be a par­
tial remedy for this problem. It will choose the optimum number of clusters 
for the problem. If the problem does not have a FAFFA region, this adap­
tive algorithm will choose M  ■ N' ·^  ^ so that the coniplexity will never exceed 
0{N^'^). The complexity will always be between and In
1 0 0
Figure 6.1: The boundaries for the choice of the subscatterer interaction type 
in the higher order fast far field approximation.
order to extend the applicability of the FAFFA this problem we offer a new 
solution technique, called the higher-order fast far-field appro.ximation (HO- 
FAFFA). HO-FAFFA is based on a more accurate version of the FAFFA. With 
the implementation of the HO-FAFFA, far-zone boundary becomes closer to 
the scatterer. HO-FAFFA does not increase the complexity of the
FAFFA. Figure (6.1) shows the boundaries of the different interaction regions.
6.1 Higher-Order Far-Field Approximations
In the far-zone, 3-D Green’s function can be approximated by
^ i k \ X + v \  ^ . i k { X + X - v )
ix + r| A' (h-1)
1 0 1
where X  and r  are shown in Fig. 6.2. In Fig. 6.2, u  and v  are the source 
and observation points and R  is the distance vector. The approximation in 
Eq. (6.1) is valid if X  >· r. If X" and r are comparable, then this approximation 
cannot be used. Derivation of a higher-order approximation of this identity is 
required. R  can be written as
V
Figure 6.2: Geometric quantities related with the source and observation 
points.
R = -Ji-X +  p)2 + cP, (6.2)
where p is the projection of r  in the X direction and d is the projection of 
r  ill the direction which is orthogonal to X direction. Equation (6.2) can be 
written as
R  = x J l  + 2^  + ^ ^ .  (6.3)
! In order to obtain higher-order far-field approximations, series expansions 
of B. and R~^ are required. The following series expansions will be used:
. 1  1 2 ^ 3
s-i 1 3 o 5 o
(1 +  ^^ ·)-^  = +  + · · · ’
c"· -  l + - '^ + ^  + ^  +  ijT +  ····
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
3-D Green’s function is composed of two parts. The amplitude and the 
phase term. The series expansion of the amplitude term, i.e., 1/R, can be
1 0 2
obtained by using Eq. (1.5) as
1 - 2
R ~ X
p 1 (P p^ 3 cPp p^ 
X  ~  2 ^  2 ^  “  X3-  V 11 ~  0 T 2 +  ^  +  ^  · (6·' )^
Siniilarlj'·, using Eq. (1.4), series expansion R, appearing in the phase term, can 
be obtained as
1 (P lp(P ^
R -  X  + P + + 0 (X  ). (6.8)
1. F irst-O rder Far-Field A pproxim ation: To obtain a fii'st-order ap­
proximation, onl}^  the first-order terms are taken into account:
(6.9)
e“ » ( 1  + (1 (1 )  . (6.10)
Multiplying Eq. (6.9) with Eq. (6.10) and eliminating the second-order 
term, we obtain
-ikn i^k.K /  „  ik(P\
R X  I A' 2 A'
(6.11)
2. Second-O rder Far-Field A pproxim ation : In order to get a second 
order approximation, the first- and second-order terms are taken into 
account:
t  = + ^1 (S12)
R x [  X  2 A '2 ^ A 2 j ’  ^ ’
AkR ik \  i k a f i  i k p d ^ \= + + + — - - L j ,  ,6.13)
Multiplying Eq. (6.12) with Eq. (6.13) and eliminating the third-order 
and higher-order terms, we obtain
it/? pikX
___  _ __Jkp
R ~  X
Ik cP 1 cPp  fed“ l“ i>kP . (P .jP(P\
(6.14)
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3. T h ird -O rder Far-Field A pproxim ation : In order to get a third- 
order approximation, the first-, second- and third-order terms are taken 
into account. The approximation to the kernel of the integral is obtained 
as in the first- and second-order far field approximations.
The formulation upto this point is given for two vectors on a plane. In the 
case of three vectors the formulation is more complicated. These three vectors 
correspond to aggregation, translation, and disaggregation vectors which are 
defined in Section 4.2. In Fig. 3.8, Tj- is the observation point, rj is the source 
point, and Tram' is the translation vector. The distance between the source and 
observation points can be written as
| — “sjixmm' T P)  ^T dj -|- ¿2 5 (6.15)
where p, d i, ¿2 can be defined as
P — f'tnm' ' i^ni T f'mm' ' ^m'ji
d l —  Г,пто'Х1 ' "b ‘I'mm'S.l ' ^m ' j i  
d ‘2 —  fm m '1.2 ‘ ^im  “Ь ^'тш 'Х 2 ' ^ m ' j ·
(6 .16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
In Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18), f’mm'Li and rmm'X2 are two unit vectoi's which are 
orthogonal to fmm'· Equation (6.15) can be rewritten as
? mmJ
i  ^mm'
(6 .19)
If onl}^  the first-order terms are kept, the magnitude and the phase are approx­
imated as
i 1 / \
( 6 .2 0 )
f mm'
'P
*^mm'
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gifclrjji _= + (6.21)
\  ^ · mm' · mm’ /
So the first-order FAFFA approximation
,ik\rij\
ikp ( l  _  _ P _  , i k _ ^  , 4
2 r„ 2 r,
( 6.22)
is obtained. After substituting Eqs. (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) into Eq. (6.22),
gifc|r,j|
|rbl
g ' m m ’ r r im  i k r  i - r  i í ^  ^ m m '  '  ^ i m  *’mm' ' ^ m ’j------------ m m ’ ' TTim' *m ’j  | ]^  _ *'
^  m.mJ
'+
(i^) (Ttoto'XI * ^im) I ■y f'mm’Xl· '
2
ik~
I'mm' ^  mm'
I (* ^ )  (j 'm m 'X l ' ^m ’j )  ^  (^m m '±2 ' ^¿m)
? mm.’ ^  m.m.’
ik• i j 'm m ’ 1.2 ' ^ im '^ m m ’1 2  ' ^ m ’j  . { i k )  ( r „ ^ ? n 'X 2  ' ^ m ’j )
^  mm’
+
^^mm.’
(6.2.3)
is obtained.
6.2 Results
In this section, numerical results pertaining the accuracy and the efficiency of 
the HO-FAFFA will be presented. In order to demonstrate the accuracies of 
the HO-FAFFA’s, exact calculation and the FAFFA and HO-FAFFA approxi­
mations of will be compared. Relative accuracy is defined as
exact — approx.
exact
and absolute accuracy is defined as
|e;racf — appro;?:.I.
(6.24)
(6.25)
These error definitions will be used as the comparison criteria. Figure 6.3 shows 
the vectors X  and r  which will be used for the error comparison. <j) is the angle 
between X and d.
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X
Figure 6.3: Vectors that will be used in error comparison.
Table 6.2 shows the relative accuracies of the FAFFA and HO-FAFFA’s for 
V /d  =  5. ^ is changing from 0 to 7t/ 2. It is obvious that HO-FAFFA decreases 
the error drastically. For a desired accuracy HO-FAFFA’s bring the far-zone 
boundary closer. The worst-case error is obtained when =  0. The error is 
decreased by a factor of 5, each time the order of HO-FAFFA is increased by 
one. Similar remarks are true for Table 6.2, which shows the relative accuracies 
of the FAFFA and HO-FAFFA’s for X fd  = 10. In Table 6.2, the worst-case 
error is seen to drop by a factor of 10 with increasing orders of the HO-FAFFA.
<i> FAFFA First-Order FAFFA Second-Order FAFFA Third-Order FAFFA
0 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.0016
10 0.1975 0.038 0.0073 0.0014
20 0.1902 0.034 0.0055 0.0008
30 0.179 0.026 0.0029 0.0003
40 0.1649 0.017 0.0007 0.0002
50 0.1495 0.009 0.0025 0.0002
60 0.1342 0.008 0.0039 0.0002
70 0.1204 0.016 0.004 0.0005
80 0.1092 0.022 0.0029 0.0008
90 0.1019 0.025 0.0013 0.0007
Table 6.1: Relative error values of the FAFFA, first-order FAFFA, second-order 
FAFFA, and third-order FAFFA for different (j> values at X /d  = b
Table 6.2 shows the relative accuracies of the FAFFA and the first-order
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FAFFA First-Order FAFFA Second-Order FAFFA Third-Order FAFFA
0 0.10 0.01 0.001 0.0001
10 0.0986 0.0096 0.0009 0.000086
20 0.0947 0.0083 0.0007 0.000053
30 0.0886 0.0064 0.0003 0.000023
40 0.081 0.0042 0.0001 0.000015
60 0.0728 0.0021 0.0003 0.000028
60 0.0649 0.0024 0.0005 0.000055
70 0.058 0.0042 0.0005 0.000076
80 0.0529 0.0056 0.0003 0.000073
90 0.0502 0.0062 0.0001 0.000045
Table 6.2: Relative error values of the FAFFA, first-order FAFFA, second-order 
FAFFA, and third-order FAFFA for different (j) values at X /d  =  10
FAFFA for different X /d  for the worst-case condition, i.e., ^ =  0. It is observed 
that the error is reduced by the factor X jd.
A'/d FAFFA First-Order FAFFA
5 0.2 0.04
10 0.1 0.01
25 0.04 0.0016
50 0.02 0.0004
75 0.013 0.00017
100 0.01 0.0001
250 0.004 0.000016
500 0.002 0.000004
750 0.0013 0.0000017
1000 0.001 0.000001
Table 6.3: Relative error values of the FAFFA and first-order FAFFA for dif­
ferent X /d  values at ^ =  0 (worst case).
Table 6.2 shows the relative accuracies of the FAFFA and the first-order 
FAFFA for a single testing-basis interaction for different Xj'la  values. A’, a 
and testing-basis interaction are shown in Fig. 6.4. A great improvement in 
the error is obtained by employing the first-order FAFFA.
The above results implies that one will have a. closer far-field boundary
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XFigure 6.4: A singlé basis function-testing function interaction.
A7 2 a FAFFA First-Order FAFFA
5 0.2 0.0378
10 0.1 0.0098
20 0.051 0.0024
50 0.02 0.000384
100 0.0103 0.000084
Table 6.4: For a single interaction the relative accuracy of the FAFFA and 
First-Order FAFFA for different Xj2a  values.
for llie HO-FAFFA’s. In order to deinonsti’ate this fact, several results are 
obtained for PEC patches of different sizes with different discretizations. The 
sizes of the patches differ between A x A and 8A x 8A. A/10 criterion is used 
in the discretization of the geometry. This corresponds to the numbers of 
unknowns between 280 and 19040, depending on the size of the patch. The 
ratio of the interaction types are obtained for an absolute error of 0.01, and 
a relative error of %1. Figure 6.5 shows the percent interactions for absolute 
error case. It is obvious that the first-order FAFFA has a closer boundary than 
that of the FAFFA. Figure 6.6 shows the percent interactions for relative error 
case. There is no FAFFA interaction even for 19040 unknowns. But for the 
first-order FAFFA nearly
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Percentage of the interactions for the absolute error criterion, 
(a) FAFFA. (b) First-order FAFFA.
(a)
Figure 6.6: Percentage of the interactions for the relative error criterion, 
(a) FAFFA. (b) First-order FAFFA.
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Although. HO-FAFFA extends the applicability of the original implementa­
tion of the FAFFA, it has a high multiplicative constant. Research is going on 
in order to reduce this constant.
no
Chapter 7
Scattering Problems and RCS 
Calculations
With the advent of high-speed computers and abundant computational re­
sources, numerical simulation and analysis of large electromagnetic scattering 
problems become possible. Therefore the results these simulations can be ef­
ficiently used in the design of low RCS planes, as stealth technology. In this 
section, the far-zone scattered fields and RCS of several canonical structures 
and of a missile are calculated and given. Note that the solutions of canonical 
structures are important because thej^ display the performances of the solution 
techniques on the class of geometries they are representing.
I l l
In 3-D RCS is defined as
0'3-£» =
lim iTrr^-rrr^ CO gt
5®
lim 4Trr^
lim
Ei
H ‘
(7.1)
H*
where the superscripts ¿i and i denote the scattering and incident field E  or 
power S.
7.1 Flat Patch
In this section, R.CS of several PEC flat patches of different sizes are presented. 
The patches are illumited by a plane wave which is linearly polarized in the 
.r direction and propagating in the —z direction, and the RCS is observed on 
the ,v-z cut. Figures 7.1 (a)-(d) show the RCS of patches with different sizes; 
A X  A patch with 280 unknowns, 2A x 2A patch with 1160 unknowns, 5A x 5A 
patch with 7400 unknowns, 12Axl2A patch with 10680 unknowns, respectively.
1 1 2
(a) (b )
(c) (d)
B^ igure 7.1: RCS on ^ =  0 cut for several PEC flat patches of different sizes: 
(a) A X  A discretized by 280 unknowns, (b) 2A x 2A discretized by 1160 un­
knowns. (c) 5A X  5A discretized by 7400 unknowns, (d) 12A x 12A discretized 
by 10680 unknowns.
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7.2 Rectangular Prism
In this section, RCS, the current density and the far zone electric fields of 
a PEC rectangular prism with a side length oí ka = 2 are obtained. The 
rectangular prism is illuminated by a plane wave which is linearly polarized in 
the 2 direction and propagating in the y direction, and the RCS is obtained on 
the plane. The current density is expanded in terms of RWG basis functions 
on the rectangular prism, calculated and compared to those obtained by the 
FDTD methos on several cuts shown in Fig. 7.2. The RCS of the rectangular 
prism for several different discretizations, and the current density on the given 
cuts are presented in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. In addition, the far zone 
electric fields on y-z plane are provided for different discretization levels. It is 
observed that yhe results obtained by the MoM and by the FDTD method are 
in good agreement.
El
Hi”
y
X
Figuré 7.2: Specified cuts for the induced currents
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RADAR CTOSS SECTION C№ PERFECT CCMKJCTINQ RECTANGULAR PRISM
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: (a) Sample triangulation of a rectangular prism, (b) RCS of the 
rectangular prism
(b )
Figure 7.4: (a) Current on ab'c'd cut. (b) CuiTent on abed cut
RECTANQULAHPHISM RECTANQULARPRI8M
(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: Far zone electric fields for rectangular prism, (a) E e  on (f) =  ;r/2.
(b) on =  tt/2.
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7.3 Cylinder
In this section, RCS and the far-zone electric fields of a PEC cylinder with 
a radius of A:r =  1 and a height oi kh = 2 are obtained. The cylinder is 
illuminated by a plane wave which is linearly polarized in the 2· direction and 
propagating in the y direction and the RCS is obtained on the y-z plane. 
Figure 7.6(a) shows a sample triangulation of the cylinder, and the RCS and 
the far-zone electric fields of the cylinder for several different discretizations 
are presented in Figs. 7.6(b) and 7.7. Note that the results converges as the 
number of unknowns increases.
RADAR CROSS SECTION OF CYCLINDER
(a) (b)
Figure 7.6: (a) Sample triangulation of a cylinder, (b) RCS of the cylinder
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ElhetB on fi:>90 cut
. (b)
Figure 7.7: Far zone electric fields for cylinder, (a) Eq on <j> = tt/ 2. (b) on 
(¡) — -Kj .^
7.4 Cylinder with Tapered Ends
A geometry is constructed by placing two half PEC spheres on the top and 
bottom of a cylinder. The cylinder has a radius of kr = 1 and a height of 
kh = 2, and the half spheres have radii of At  = 1. A sample triangulation 
and the RCS of this structure are given in Figs. 7.S (a.) and (b), respectively. 
Figure 7.9 shows the far zone electric fields on y-z plane.
RADAR CROSS SECTION OF CYCUNTCR ♦ 2 HALF SPA R ES
(a) (b)
Figure.7.8: (a) Sample triangulation of the constructed geometry, (b) RCS of 
the constructed gepmetiy.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.9: Far-zone electric fields for the constructed geometry, (a) Eg on 
(j> =  7t/ 2. (b) on ^  = 7t/2.
7.5 Cone
In this section, the RCS and the far-zone electric fields of a PEC cone with a 
radius of kr = 1 and a height of kh =  2 are calculated. The cone is illuminated 
by a plane wave which is linearly polarized in the ^ direction and propagating 
in the y direction, and the RCS is obtained on the y-z plane. A sample tri- 
angulation and the RCS of the cylinder for several discretizations are given in 
Figs 7.10 (a) and 7.10 (b), respective^. Figure 7.11 shows the far zone electric 
fields on y-z plane.
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RADAR CROSS SECTION OF CONE
TnANSUUTia« OF A SPHERE
(a) (b)
Figure 7.10: (a) Sample triangulation of the cone, (b) RCS of the cone.
(a) (b )
Figure 7.11: Far-zone electric fields for the cone, (a) Eg on 4> =  tc/2. (b) 
on (j) =  ;r/2.
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7.6 Simple Rocket
A simple rocket is formed by placing a cone on the top of a cylinder. The 
cylinder has a radius of kr = 1 and a height of kh = 2, and the cone has a 
radius of ¿r =  1 and a height oi kh = 1. This geometry is illuminated by a 
plane wave which is linearly polarized in the .sr direction and propagating in the 
y direction, and the RGS of the constructed structure is given in Figure 7.12. 
Figure 7.13 shows the far zone electric fields on y-z plane.
RADAR CROSS SECTION OF ROCKET
(b)
Figure 7.12: (a) Sample triangulation of the rocket, (b) RCS of the rocket.
Emetaon&^oul
(a) (b)
Figure 7.13: Fai'-zone electric fields for the rocket, (a) E $ on (j) =  ir /2 . (b)
on =  7t / 2 .
1 2 0
7.7 Pyramid
A PEC pyramid, as shown in Fig. 7.14(a) with a sample discretization, is 
illuminated by a plane wave which is linearly polarized in the ^-direction and 
propagating in the y direction. The pyramid has side lengths of ka =  2, and a 
height of kh =  2. The RCS and the far-zone electric fields of the pyramid are 
given in Figs. 7.14(b) and 7.15, respectively.
RADAR CROSS SECTION OF PYRAMID
(b )
Figure 7.14: (a) Sample triangulation of the pyramid, (b) RCS of the pja’amid.
ESwtB on ObW cut
(a) (b)
Figure 7.15: Far-zone electric fields for the pyramid, (a) Eg on (j) =  7t / 2 .  (b)
on 9  =  7T/2.
1 2 1
7.8 Rocket
In this section, a realistic model of a rocket is formed as shown in Fig. 7.16 
with a sample triangulation, and the length of the rocket is chosen to be 6m. 
The RCS and the far-zone electric fields for this rocket are obtained for several 
discretizations at different frequencies. Figures 7.17, 7.19, 7.21 and 7.23 show 
the R.GS and Figs. 7.18, 7.20, 7.22 and 7.24 show the far-zone fields of missile 
discretized with 1222 unknowns, at frequencies 100 MHz, 125 MHz, 150 MHz, 
175 MHz, respectively. The RCS and the far-zone electric fields of the missile 
discretized with 2058 and 7713 unknowns, at different frequencies are given 
in Figs 7.25-7.32. In Figs. 7.33, 7.34, and 7.35, the flat triangulation model, 
the curved triangulation and the Bezier-patch model of the rocket are given at 
three different frequencies. The induced currents on the missile are given in 
Figs. 7.36 and 7.37, at frequencies 100 MHz, 200 MHz, respectively.
1 2 2
Figure 7.16: Sample triangulation of a rocket
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(a) (b)
(с)
Figure 7.17: The RCS of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 100 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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Ephl on X-Y eut, F=100 Mhz.
(a)
Ephi on X - Z  e ut F=100 M hz,
(c)
EphI on Y - Z  eut, F = 1 00 M h z.
Etheta on X - Y  e u t f ^ lO O  M hz.
(b)
Etheta on X - Z  e u t F «1 0 0  M hz.
(d )
Etheta on Y - Z  e u t F=100 Mhz.
(e) (f)
Figure 7.18; The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 100
MHz: (a) on x-y eut. (b) E g on x-y eut. (c) E ^  on x-z eut. (d) Eg on x-z
eut. (e) E ^  on y-z eut. (f) E g on y-z eut.
125
(a) (b)
(с)
Figure 7.19: The RCS of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 125 MHz: (a) The 
R.CS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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EphI on X-Y eut F*125 Mhz. Etfiete on X-Y  eut, F=125 Mhz.
(a)
EpW on X -Z  eut F=135 Mhz.
(c)
Ephi on Y - Z  eut, F=125 M hz.
(b)
Ethete o n  X - Z  e u t F = 1 2 5  M h z.
(d )
Etheta on Y - Z  e ut F=125 Mhz.
(e) (f)
Figure 7.20: The far-zone electric fielcls of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 125
MHz: (a) on x-y eut. (b) E e on x-y eut. (c) E ^  on x-z eut. (d) E q on x-z
eut. (e) E ^  on y-z eut. (f) Eg on y-z eut.
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RCS of Rocket on X -Y  cut, F=150Mhz. RCS of Rocket on X -Z  cut, F=150Mhz.
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(a)
too
Theta
(b)
150
(c)
Figure 7.21: The RCS of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 150 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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EpW on X-Y cut, F=150 Mhz. Etheta on X-Y cut, F=150 Mhz.
(a)
EphI on X -Z  cut, F «1 5 0  M hz.
(c)
Ephi on Y - Z  cut. F=150 M hz.
(b)
Etheta on X - Z  cut, F =1 50 M hz.
(d )
Etheta on Y - Z  o jt, F=150 M hz.
(e) (t)
Figure 7.22; The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 150
MHz: (a) on x-y cut. (b) E e  on x-y cut. (c) E ^  on x-z cut. (d) E e  on x-z
cut. (e) E ^  on y-z cut. (f) Eg on y-z cut.
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R C S  of Rocket on X -Z  cut, F=175Mhz.
IHii
'ninNHHnlliiyilnHilij 
'nnnnmnnnnnnnnnnnnn^^
10-
50 100 150
Theta
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.23: The RCS of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 175 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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Ephi on X-Y out, F=175 Mhz. Etheta on X -Y  cut, F=175 Mhz.
(a)
EpW on X -Z  c u t F=17S Mhz.
(c)
Ephi on Y - Z  out, F=175 M hz.
(e)
(b)
Ethefâ on X - Z  c u t  F = 1 7 5  M h z.
(d )
Etheta on Y - Z  c u t  F*175 M hz.
( f )
Figure 7.24: The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 1053 unknowns at 175
MHz: (a) Εφ on x-y cut. (b) E q on x-y cut. (c) Εψ on x-z cut. (d) E g  on x-z
cut. (e) Ε φ  on y-z cut. (f) E q on y-z cut.
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(a) (b)
( с )
Figure 7.25: The RCS of the rocket for 2058 unknowns at 200 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The R.CS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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EphI on X-Y cut, F=200 Mhz. Etheta on X-Y cut, F=200 Mhz.
(a)
EphI on X -Z  cu t F=200 Mhz.
( c )
EphI on Y - Z  cut, F=20Q M hz.
(b)
Etheta o n  X - Z  c u t  F=200 M hz.
(d)
Etheta on Y - Z  cut, F=200 Mhz.
(e) (t)
Figure 7.26: The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 2058 unknowns at 200
MHz: (a) on x-y cut. (b) E e  on x-y cut. (c) E ^  on x-z cut. (d) E e  on x-z
cut. (e) E ^  on y-z cut. (f) Eg on y-z cut.
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(a) (b)
(с)
Figure 7.27: The RCS of the rocket for 2058 unknowns at 250 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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EpM on X-Y out, F=aS0 Mhz. Etheta on X-Y cut F=2S0 Mhz.
(a)
Ephi on X -Z  cut, F=250 Mhz.
( c )
EphI on Y - Z  cut, F=250 M hz.
(b)
Etheta on X - Z  cut, F=250  M h z.
(d)
Etheta on Y - Z  c u t  F==250 Mhz.
(e) (f)
Figure 7.28: The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 2058 unknowns at 250
MHz: (a) on x-y cut. (b) E q on x-y cut. (c) E ^  on x-z cut. (d) E g on x-z
cut. (e) E ^  on y-z cut. (f) Eg on y-z cut.
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(a) (b)
(с)
Figure 7.29: The RCS of the rocket for 7713 unknowns at 300 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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Ephl on X-Y eut, F=300 Mhz. Etheta on X-Y eut, F=300 Mhz.
(a )
Ephl on X -Z  e u t F=300 Mhz.
( c )
Ephi on Y - Z  eut, F=300 M hz.
(e)
(b )
Etheta on X - Z  e u t F =300 M hz.
(d)
Etheta on Y - Z  e ut F=300 Mhz.
( f )
Figure 7.30: The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 7713 unknowns at 300
MHz: (a) Еф on x-y eut. (b) Eg on x-y eut. (c) Еф on x-z eut. (d) E g on x-z
eut. (e) Еф on y-z eut. (f) Eg on y-z eut.
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(a) (b)
(с)
Figure 7.31: The RCS of the rocket for 7713 unknowns at 400 MHz: (a) The 
RCS on x-y cut. (b) The RCS on x-z cut. (c) The RCS on y-z cut.
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EphI o n  X - Y  cut. f ^ O  M h z.
(a)
Ephi on X - Z  cut. F=400  M hz.
(c )
Ephi on Y - Z  cut, F =400  M hz.
(e)
Etheta on X - Y  out, F =400  M hz.
(b)
Ethsta on  X - Z  c u t  F s40 0  M hz.
(d)
Etheta on Y - Z  c u t  Fss400 M hz.
( f )
Figure 7.32: The far-zone electric fields of the rocket for 7713 unknowns at 400
MHz: (a) on x-y cut. (b) E e on x-y cut. (c) E ^  on x-z cut. (d) E e  on x-z
cut. (e) E ^  on y-z cut. (f) Eg on y-z cut.
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Theta (Degrees)
Figure 7.33: Comparison of the bistatic RCS of the 6-meter long missile at 
100 MHz. Curved and flat triangulations of the missile, obtained from the 
MSC/ARIES, is used with the curved-RWG basis functions and flat-RWG basis 
functions respectively, and 34-patch Bezier model of the missile is used with 
the curved-rooftop basis functions. The results are given on x-z plane, where 
the main wings of the missile are located. — 1053 flat-RWG basis functions, 
---- 1053 curved-RWG basis functions, · · · 1088 curved-rooftop basis functions.
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Figure 7.34: Comparison of the bistatic RCS of the 6-meter long missile at 
200 MHz. Curved and flat triangulation of the missile, obtained from the 
MSC/ARIES, is used with the curved-RWG basis functions and flat-RWG basis 
functions respectively, and 34-patch Bezier model of the missile is used with 
the curved-rooftop basis functions. The results are given on x-z plane, where 
the main wings of the missile are located. — 2058 flat-RWG basis functions, 
---- 2058 curved-RWG basis functions, · · · 2448 curved-rooftop basis functions.
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Figure 7.35: Comparison of the bistatic RCS of the 6-meter long missile at 
300 MHz. Curved and flat triangulation of the missile, obtained from the 
MSC/ARIES, is used with the curved-RWG basis functions and flat-RWG basis 
functions respectively, and 34-patch Bezier model of the missile is used with 
the curved-rooftop basis functions. The results are given on x-z plane, where 
the main wings of the missile are located. — 7713 flat-RWG basis functions, 
----6213 curved-RWG basis functions, · · · 4352 curved-rooftop basis functions.
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Figure 7.36: The induced surface current on the rocket at 100 MHz.
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Figure 7.37; The induced surface current on the rocket at 200 MHz.
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Chapter 8
Radiation Problems
In this chapter, electromagnetic radiation problems involving electrically large 
radiators and reflectors are to be solved using the fast multipole method 
(FMM). Structures that are intentional radiators, such as antennas, have to 
l)e designed to optimize the required radiation characteristics, such as the field 
pattern, directivity, impedance, and bandwidth. On the other hand, uninten­
tional radiators, such as electronic systems, have to be designed to supress the 
radiation mechanism.
Computational simulation of both types of radiators can be used to improve 
the design in a shorter time spending less resources. However, some interest­
ing real-life radiation problems are electrically very large and thus cannot be 
solved using traditional solution algorithms due to the limitations on the com­
putational resources. The FMM enables the solution of larger problems with 
existing computational resources by reducing the computational complexity 
and the memory requirement of the solution without sacrificing the accui-acy.
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This is achieved by replacing the matrix-vector multiplications of com­
plexity by a faster equivalent of complexity in each iteration of an
iterative scheme. Some versions of the FMM have complexities that are even 
lower than per iteration. In contrast, a direct solution would require
0 {N^) operations.
8.1 Source Types
For the excitation of radiation systems, numerous different source types can be 
used. Examples are Hertzian electric dipoles, delta-gap voltage sources, and 
finite-sized current distributions. In this section, properties of these sources 
will be given and several sample problems will be solved.
8.1.1 Hertzian Electric Dipole
The Hertzian electric dipole is a current element with an infinitesimal length. 
It is the simplest of all radiating systems.
A Hertzian electric dipole radiates in the presence of a perfectly conducting 
sphere as shown in Fig 8.1. The dipole is placed in the radial direction with 
respect to the center of the sphere.
The analytical solution of this problem is given by Harrington [5]. Ee for 
^ =  0 in the far-field region is given by
EoEe = ^ E  »(».+1 ) aMkb) +
47T r  k'^b^
l)"P„'(cos«), (8.1)
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Electric Dipole |
Figure 8.1: Radiation from a Hertzian, electric dipole in the presence of a 
sphere.
where
¿”(2n +  1) 
(n +  1) ’
J'nika)
and Bn{x) =
fTTÄn
(8.2)
This solution will be used as a reference solution to check the computational 
results obtained bj- the FMM and MoM solutions. The computational solution 
rc(]uires the computation of the inner product of the testing function and the 
incident field, (E(r),tj(r)). In this problem, the incident field is the electric 
field due to a Hertzian dipole and is given by
E(r) =  iu!fl / / / - ' 47T |r — rjrzIlSir')
+ e (8.3)
If the dipole is close to the sphere, the singularity of the dipole field renders
I ' ·
the numerical computation of the inner product diffucult. In that case, a sin­
gularity extraction technique has to be used. The singular parts are evaluated
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(a)
(e )
(b)
(d )
( f)
Figure 8.2: Analytical (-) and numerical (+) results for Eg on <j> 
different values of b : (a) b = a + A/2. (b) 6 =  a +  A/4. (c) b 
(d) 6 =  a +  A/16. (e) b = a + A/32. (f) b = a + A/256.
0 cut for 
ct -j- A/8.
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seperately [6]. Singularity extraction results in
(E(r).ti(r)) = n‘^ \jdSti-z
r - r d |
'g ii-lr-rd l _
+ J dSti · z-
r - T d l
+  [  dSV  · t¿l · V , ,J V k -  i*dl
(8.4)
As a test case, the radius of the sphere is chosen to be a =  A/4. The 
induced currents on the sphere is represented by 480 RWG basis functions. 
As the distance of the dipole to the sphere center, 6, changes from a +  A/2 
to a +  A/256, the 9 component of the total electric field on the ^ =  0 cut is 
computed and displayed in Fig. 8.2. The analytical and computational results 
are in good agreement in Figs. 8.2(a) and (b), where the dipole is placed at a 
distance of A/2 and A/4, respectively, from the surface of the sphere. When the 
dipole gets closer to the sphere, the induced current on the surface of the sphere 
is expected to change rapidly near the north pole, and hence the discretization 
becomes insufficient. The analytical and computational results start deviating 
from each other as shown in Figs. 8.2(c)-(f).
8.1.2 Delta-Gap Voltage Source
Delta-gap voltage sources can be treated as generators of constant electric field 
in infinitesimal regions. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show a delta-gap voltage source 
and its equivalent representation, respectively. Source can be replaced by a 
constant electric field in the small region.
A strip with length 2A as shown in Fig 8.5 is excited by a delta-gap source. 
The strip is excited from 4 different feed points. The magnitude and the
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phase of the current distributions are presented in Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 for L = X, 
L  =  A/2, L  =  A/4 and L = 3A/4.
Figure 8.4: Equivalent representation of the delta-gap source.
2 A
L
Figure 8.5: A 2A strip excited at different locations, L shows the feed points.
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(g)
Figure 8.6: Magnitude of the induced current on a 2λ strip which is excited by 
a delta-gap source at different locations: (a) L = X. (b) L =  A/2. (c) L = X/4. 
(d) L =  3A/4.
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(b)
(h)
Figure 8.7: Phase of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited by a 
delta-gap source at different locations: (a) L — X. (b) L '= A/2. (c) L — XfA. 
(d) L = 3A/4.
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8.1.3 Subdomain Current Sources
Source current distributions of finite size can be defined on conducting struc­
tures using subdomain functions similar to the basis functions. For instance, 
if the RWG basis functions are used to model the current on a conducting sur­
face that is represented by a triangulation, then the source distribution can also 
be niodelled by the RWG functions with known amplitudes. Half-RWG func­
tions, full RWG functions, or a combination of them can be used to represent 
the source current distribution. Electromagnetic fields in the source region may 
become singular and the numerical computation of radiation integrals must be 
handled carefully.
The following sub-domain current sources can be used in order to excite 
the radiation systems.
1. Source Type 1: This current source is composed of two half RWG func­
tions with opposite signs. These half RWG functions can be considered 
as currents fiowing in opposite directions on the strip. Basis functions 
are also defined in the source region as shown in Fig 8.8.
2. Source Type 2: This current source is very similar to the source type 1, 
except no basis functions are defined in source region as shown in Fig 8.9.
3. Source Type 3: This current source is composed of an RWG basis 
function. No basis functions are defined in the source region as shown 
in Fig 8.10. Since no .basis function áre defined in the source region 
geometry can be thougt as composed of two broken pieces.
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BASIS
FUNCTIONS
SOURCE
Source
Region
Figure 8.8: Source Type 1. Basis function and a source is defined in the source 
region. The source is defined in such a way that it can excite all basis functions 
in the geometry.
BASIS
FUNCTIONS
SOURCE
Source
Region
Figure 8.9: Source type 2. No basis function is defined in the source region. 
The source is identical to the source in type 1.
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BASIS
FUNCTIONS
SOURCE
Source
Region
Figure 8.10: Source type 3. In this type no basis function is defined in the 
source region. The excitation is achieved by a source which is identical to the 
basis functions.
A strip with length 2A is excited by these 3 source types. The strip is 
excited at different points. Figures 8.11-8.16 show the magnitude and the 
phase of the induced currents for source type 1, source type 2, and source type 
3 excitations. If we compare the results with those of the delta-gap source, 
it will be seen that source type 3 has a similar source distribution to that of 
delta-gap excitation.
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(g)
Figure 8.11: Magnitude of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited 
by source type 1 at different locations: (a) L = X. (b) L =  A/2. (c) L = X/4. 
(d) L = 3A/4.
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(a) (b )
Figure 8.12: Phase of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited by 
source t3'^ pe 1 at different locations: (a) L — X. (b) L = Xf'2. (c) L = A/4. 
(d) L = 3A/4.
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(h )
Figure 8.13: Magnitude of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited 
by source type 2 at different locations: (a) L = X. (b) L = A/2. (c) L =  A/4. 
(d) L = 3A/4.
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(a) (b )
(g) (h )
Figure 8.14: Phase of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited by 
source type 2 at different locations: (a) L = X. (b) L = A/2. (c) L = Xf4. 
(d) L = 3A/4.
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(a)
(h)
Figure 8.15: Magnitude of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited 
by source type 3 at different locations: (a) L = X. (b) L — Xf2. (c) £ =  A/4. 
(d) L =  3A/4.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.16: Phase of the induced current on a 2A strip which is excited by 
source type 3 at different locations: (a) L = X. (b) L = A/2. (c) L =  A/4. 
(d) L =  3A/4.
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8.2 Radiation from a Laptop Computer
In this section, radiation from a laptop computer will be simulated. The laptop 
computer will be modelled by a PEC rectangular prism with several air outlet 
holes on it. Radiation from the laptop computer is an unintentional radiation 
and needs to be suppressed. In the models that represent the laptop computer 
the total areas of the apertures are chosen to be equal. The dimensions of 
the laptop computer model are 30 cm, 20 cm and 5 cm. The total area of the 
holes is chosen to be 24 cm^. The solutions are obtained between 500 MHz and 
3000 MHz. Maximum radiated field is calculated 3 m away from the surface 
of the laptop computer. The results of the simulations are given in Figs. 8.16- 
8.25. Ideally no i*adiation is expected from a PEC rectangular box. But due 
to discretization of the geometry, we observe a small radiation as shown in 
Fig. 8.16(b). Peaks are observed at the resonant frequencies. In the other 
models, the resonance frequencies of the structure changes due to holes. The 
radiation levels of the models in Figs. 8.17- 8.24 are comparable to each other. 
But in the model shown in Figs. 8.25 the radiation level is lower than the other 
models. This result implies that if the holes are chosen to be smaller, the 
unintentional radiation will be suppressed.
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(b )
Figure 8.17: (a) A rectangular prism with no holes, (b) Maximum radiated
field on a 3 meter sphere.
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30  cm .
(a)
Max. Field r=3 m. away
A
I 5 cm .
Figure 8.18: (a) Laptop computer model 1. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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3 0  cm .
5 cm .
Figure 8.19: (a) Laptop computer model 2. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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( b )
Figure 8.20: (a) Laptop computer model 3. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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30 cm.
(a)
Max. Field r=3 m. away
Figure 8.21: (a) Laptop computer model 4. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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3 0  cm .
5 cm .
Figure 8.22: (a) Laptop computer model 5. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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30 cm.
(a)
Max. Field r=3 m. away
( b )
Figure 8.23: (a) Laptop computer model 6. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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30 cm.
(a)
Max. Field r=3 m. away
( b )
Figure 8.24: (a) Laptop computer model 7. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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30 cm.
(a)
Max. Field r=3 m. away
Figure 8.25: (a) Laptop computer model 8. (b) Maximum radiated field on a
3 meter sphere.
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30 cm.
5 era.
( b )
Figure 8.26: (a) Laptop computer model 9. (b) Maximum radiated field on a 
3 meter sphere.
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30 cm.
Figure 8.27: (a) Laptop computer model 10. (b) Maximum radiated field on a 
3 meter sphere.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this thesis, solutions of large three-dimensional electromagnetic scattering 
and radiation problems have been obtained using fast algorithms. Three- 
dimensional problems with complicated surface geometries are modelled by 
flat triangular patches. Electric-field integral equation is solved on arbitrary 
meshes of flat triangular patches by using piecewise linear basis functions de­
fined on triangular domains.
Method-of-moment solutions for several canonical structures have been ob­
tained and compared with the available results. Near-zone and far-zone field 
results are obtained and a good agreement is observed between the numerical 
and the analytical results. In order to measure the quality of the solutions, 
boundary-condition error is investigated. Uniform and nonuniform mesh den­
sities are employed and the outcomes are compared on the basis how well the 
boundary conditions are satisfied on the conducting surfaces.
; f
In order to solve larger problems with the existing computational resources.
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the FMM is implemented. Accuracy of the FMM is compared with the ana­
lytical solutions. The efficiency of the FMM is compared with a direct solver 
and iterative solver that employs ordinary matrix-vector multiplication. FMM 
has lower filling-time, memory-requiremant and solution-time complexities.
For a further reduction in the time and memory complexities, FAFFA is 
implemented. FAFFA has a smaller solution time complexity estimate com­
pared with the FA-IM. But this estimate'is not confirmed by the results.' A new 
algorithm called the IFAFFA is offered in this thesis in order to amelioriate 
this situation. The performance of the IFAFFA is better than both the FMM 
and the FAFFA.
The order reduction in the FAFFA is very important. For several problem 
types the FAFFA approximation cannot be used for a practical number of 
unknowns. A new algorithm called the HO-FAFFA is presented. HO-FAFFA 
depends on a more accurate version of the FAFFA.
RCS and far-zone electric fields of several canonical structures are investi­
gated. RCS of a rocket with a 6 m height are obtained at several frequencies.
Properties of several source types are given and several sample problems 
are solved. Radiation from a laptop computer is simulated. The laptop com­
puter is modelled by a rectangular prism with several air outlet holes on it. 
Radiation from the laptop computer is an unintentional radiation and desired 
to be suppressed.
The codes that have been developed throughout this thesis are integrated 
with a c<4)mmercially available mesh g,enerator, namely, MSC/ARIES. Arbi­
trarily shaped three-dimensional geometries can be developed by using this
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software. The mesh information, which is required for our codes, is taken from 
this software. This software is also used for the visualization task.
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